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Abstract

Meteorological processes are highly non-linear and complicated to predict at high
spatial resolutions. Weather forecasting provides critical information about future
weather that is important for flooding disaster prediction system and disaster
management. This information is also important to businesses, industry,
agricultural sector, government and local authorities for a wide range of reasons.
Processes leading to rainfall are non-linear with the relationships between
meteorological parameters are dynamic and disproportionate. The uncertainty of
future occurrence and rain intensity can have a negative impact on many sectors
which depend on the weather condition. Therefore, having an accurate rainfall
prediction is important in human decisions. Innovative computer technologies such
as soft computing can be used to improve the accuracy of rainfall prediction. Soft
computing approaches, such as neural network and fuzzy soft clustering are
computational intelligent systems that are capable of integrating humanlike
knowledge within a specific domain, adapt themselves and learn in changing
environments. This study evaluates the performance of a rainfall forecasting model.
The data pre-processing method of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is
combined with an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Fuzzy C-Means (FCM)
clustering algorithm and used to forecast short-term localized rainfall in tropical
climate. State forecast (raining or not raining) and value forecast (rain intensity) are
tested using a number of trained networks. Different types of ANN structures were
trained with a combination of multilayer perceptron with a back propagation
network. Levenberg-Marquardt, Bayesian Regularization and a Scaled Conjugate
Gradient training algorithm are used in the network training. Each neuron uses
linear, logistic sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent sigmoid as a transfer function.
Preliminary analysis of input parameter data pre-processing and FCM clustering
were used to prepare input data for the ANN forecast model. Meteorological data
such as atmospheric pressure, temperature, dew point, humidity and wind speed
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have been used as input parameters. The magnitude of errors and correlation
coefficient were used to evaluate the performance of trained neural networks. The
predicted rainfall forecast for one to six hour ahead are compared and analysed.
One hour ahead for state and value forecast yield more than 80% accuracy. The
increasing hours of rain prediction will reduce the forecast accuracy because inputoutput mapping of the forecast model reached termination criterion early during
validation test and no improvement of convergence in the consecutive number of
epochs. Result shows that, the combination of PCA-FCM-ANN forecast model
produces better accuracy compared to a basic ANN forecast model.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Introduction
Weather forecasting requires a combination of science and technology

application in order to predict the condition of the atmosphere in advance at a
given location at a given time. Environmental parameters such as temperature,
humidity, atmospheric pressure, dew point, solar radiation, cloud, wind
direction and wind speed could potentially be used to provide weather
forecasts that are more accurate. Weather forecasting is important for planning
human daily activities. The effect of weather humans is very significant,
affecting human comfort and planning of their activities. The structural design
of houses, location of industries, airport and harbour activities are
predominantly influenced by weather and climatic conditions. Farmers need
weather information to help them plan crop planting, harvesting and irrigation.
In the aviation industry, weather information is not only important for flight
scheduling but is critical for safety. Weather forecasting is key to the prediction
and prevention of catastrophic floods, droughts and hurricanes. One of the
crucial weather parameter to forecast is rain prediction. Rainfall is important for
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agricultural production, especially for vegetables and grains. Rain is a major
component of the water cycle and source of fresh water. It is well known that
atmospheric parameters such as humidity, temperature, pressure, wind speed
and dew point

influence precipitation factors [1]. In general, weather

forecasting can be divided into two methods; empirical and dynamical
approach [2]. The empirical approach is based on climatological data and is
known as analogue forecasting [4]. Dynamical approach is based on forward
simulations of the atmosphere and is often referred to as computer modelling
[3]. This thesis investigates the use of soft computing approach based on
artificial neural network in short term localised weather forecasting in tropical
climates. This research is multidisciplinary and involves both computer science
and meteorological study.
This chapter provides the background and motivation behind this
research, introduces its objectives and expected outcomes. Later, an outline of
the thesis structure is presented.

1.2

Background and Motivation
Meteorological processes are highly non-linear and complicated to

predict at high spatial resolutions. Weather forecasting provides critical
information about future weather that is important for disaster prediction
system and disaster management. This information is also important to
businesses, industry, agricultural sector [5], government and local authorities
for a wide range of reasons. Soft Computing (SC) techniques such as Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) can be used to predict the behaviour of such non-linear
conditions [6]. Since weather processes are non-linear and follow an irregular
trend, an ANN is envisaged to be a better technique for analysing and
identifying the structural relationship between the meteorological parameters
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[7]. Large data from satellite networks, radars and weather stations are
processed continuously on a daily basis. This data is transformed into useful
information that is used to forecast the weather in the next hours or days.
Weather forecasting systems use complex computer algorithms that demand
high performance computers and require high resolution spatial data [8]. In
tropical climates, rain is localised and more difficult to predict compared to
temperate climates. Weather forecasting techniques and measurement systems
over wide area using satellites are therefore ineffective in tropical regions. The
average rain footprint in Malaysia is about 1.5 km radius [9], radar system
coverage is about 20 to 40 km radius. Instead of heavy rain in smaller area,
radar weather systems predict drizzle or light rain. The actual rain condition is
not forecast correctly due to spatial resolution. Therefore, a localised rain
prediction system is needed.

1.3

Research Aims and Objectives
The goal of the research is the development of ANN models based on

advanced computing technique for the purpose of forecasting rain events
(known as state prediction in this study) and quantitative rain prediction
(rainfall rate or rain intensity) for localised area in the tropics. This study also
evaluates the use of ANN in environmental parameter forecasting such as
temperature, atmospheric pressure, dew point, humidity and wind speed. In
order to achieve the research aims the research objectives were defined as
follows:


Obtain and study weather data such as temperature, atmospheric
pressure, dew point, humidity, wind speed, rain event occurrences,
rainfall amount and rainfall rate from North-West Malaysia.



Investigate ANN and Fuzzy Logic techniques for possible application
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in a forecast model.


Develop an environmental parameter prediction model (temperature,
atmospheric pressure, dew point, humidity and wind speed) using
ANN and Fuzzy Logic at hourly interval.



Develop a rainfall forecast model for state prediction and rainfall rate
prediction.



1.4

Evaluate and validate the developed model(s).

Thesis Overview
This section presents a brief outline of the structure of this thesis. There

are altogether seven chapters, each of which is summarized as follows:

Chapter 1
This chapter present a brief introduction, background and motivation of the
research. It also presents research aim and objectives and thesis overview
Chapter 2
This chapter primarily introduces data availability and discusses the study
geography. It also describes the application of the Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) with Alternating Least Squares (ALS) in data pre-processing
technique. Rainfall and meteorological parameter analysis are presented.
Chapter 3
This chapter introduces the literature and related works in the relevant topic of
the research. A description of neural networks in weather and rainfall
forecasting is reviewed. Modelling method, present studies in computational
forecasting and ANN architecture. PCA-ALS pre-processing technique is
discussed and Soft Clustering method is also explored. These methods of pre-
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processing and clustering techniques have potential capabilities that can
improve the mapping process between model inputs and expected output
(forecast/prediction result). Finally, this chapter reviews the performance
indices used to evaluate the performance of the forecasting model.
Chapter 4
This chapter describes the process of ANN forecasting to predict environmental
parameter conditions for one, three and six hours ahead for localised areas. It
describes the use of atmospheric pressure, temperature, dew point, humidity
and wind speed data from a single weather station. The evaluation of the
performance is determined by evaluating the magnitude of the error and the
correlation coefficient value between observed and forecasted values.
Chapter 5
This chapter describes the application and evaluation of basic the ANN model
in rainfall event and rainfall rate prediction without any pre-processing data or
clustering. A straight forward ANN implementation is used.
Chapter 6
This chapter describes the application and evaluation of the ANN model in
rainfall event and rainfall rate prediction by using PCA-ALS pre-processing and
Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) soft clustering methods.
Chapter 7
The final chapter is the summary of the thesis. The novelty of the research,
research contributions and the future works is presented.
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Chapter 2
Study Area and Meteorological Data

2.1

Introduction
This chapter describes the study area, meteorological data used,

imputation technique of missing data and finally, an analysis of the
meteorological parameters. The main focus in this study is to determine the best
computer based rainfall forecasting technique. Before the model can be
developed, a detail initial study is essential in order to gain a better
understanding of the meteorological parameters and their relationships.
Meteorological data from three weather stations in North-West Malaysia have
been used in this study. This chapter is organised as follows; the study area is
described, followed by rainfall rate analysis, data management and imputation
and, finally, the meteorological parameters are analysed.

2.2

Study Area
The study focuses on meteorological data from Chuping, Alor Setar and

MARDI Bukit Tangga weather stations. These stations are located in Perlis and
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Kedah which have similar climatic characteristics and topology. The area has a
tropical climate with long hours of sunny days, uniform temperature and high
humidity. The average annual relative humidity is between 70 % to 90 % [10]
and often exceed 80 % [11]. Malaysia has an annual average surface
temperature of 26.7 °C [12] and for the study area, the annual average
temperature is 27.5 °C. For the whole year, the average day period is from 7
a.m. to 7 p.m. Hourly meteorological data for pressure, dry bulb temperature,
dew point, humidity, wind speed, rainfall amount and rainfall rate have been
used in this study. Malaysia is situated near the equator and has a typically
tropical climate, with abundant rainfall, high temperatures and high humidity
all year round. Many of its climate variable, such as temperature and humidity
do not show large monthly variations. However, many variables exhibit
prominent daily variations from hour to hour, indicating highly dynamic
conditions of the local climate. Table 2.1 is a summary of the weather stations
information, latitude and longitude, elevation and weather station identification
number. Figure 2.1 shows the study area and the distances between all of the
stations.

Table 2.1: General information for all weather stations.
Station

Latitude

Longitude

Elevation

Station No.

Alor Setar

6° 12' N

100° 24' E

39 m

48603

Chuping

6° 29' N

100° 16' E

21.7 m

48604

MARDI Bukit Tangga

06° 28' N

100° 30' E

50 m

41625
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Figure 2.1: Study area and weather stations (A=26km, B=35km, C=32km)

2.3

Rainfall Analysis
The distributions of the average rainfall rate for all weather stations are

depicted in Figure 2.2 and the distribution for specific weather stations is
available in Appendix B-1, Appendix B-2 and Appendix B-3. The resolution of
data is one hour and rainfall events recorded for all weather stations is 5121
hours. Most of the rainfall events are primarily as a result of localised events.
Categorisation of the rainfall in Malaysia [13]

is shown in Table 2.2. The

Malaysian Department of Irrigation and Drainage’s flood management
information shows that, whenever convective rainfall rate exceeds 60 mm
within 2 to 4 hours duration it may cause flash floods [13]. The flash flood can
be defined as sudden and unexpected flooding caused by local heavy rainfall or
rainfall in another area [13]. From this categorisation only 27 incidences fall
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under the Very Heavy rainfall category that may cause flash flood. Descriptive
statistics such as minimum, maximum, mean, median, variance and standard
deviation were used to determine the initial characteristics of the data before
further statistical analyse were carried out. Table 2.3 tabulates the descriptive
statistic preliminary analysis of rainfall rate for each weather station.

Figure 2.2: Average monthly rainfall rate for all weather stations

Table 2.2: Categorisation of rainfall
Rainfall rate at any given time

Number of rain incidences

Light

1 mmh-1 to 10 mmh-1

3887

Moderate

11 mmh-1 to 30 mmh-1

955

Heavy

31 mmh-1 to 60 mmh-1

252

Very Heavy

Greater than 60 mmh-1

27

According to the Malaysia Meteorological Department, three types of
monsoon seasons occur in West Malaysia; Northeast Monsoon typically from
November to March, Southeast Monsoon between May and September and
Inter-Monsoon from April to October [11]. Coastal areas are highly affected by
monsoon rains compared to central locations.
Figure 2.3 shows the cumulative probability distribution for rain events
over three year. Most of the rainfall intensity recorded is less than 30 mmh-1,
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which is 95 % of all rain events. The variability of the rain condition can be used
to study the relationship between the meteorological parameters. Before further
analysis is performed, estimating the reliability of the data is necessary. In the
following section, data pre-processing methodology is described.

Table 2.3: Rainfall rate preliminary analysis for all stations
MIN
Weather Stations
ALL Stations
Chuping
Alor Setar
MARDI Bukit Tangga
1

mmh

MAX
1

mmh

MEAN
1

mmh

𝛔

MED

𝛔2

1

Month

1.520

8.471

5.087

1.570

5.050

2.464

Hour

0.044

95.280

5.021

8.985

1.500

80.736

Month

0.105

4.856

2.844

1.147

2.710

1.317

Hour

0.090

95.280

2.937

7.200

0.540

51.836

Month

0.122

8.289

4.381

1.852

4.486

3.431

Hour

0.200

70.320

4.484

8.249

1.400

68.040

Month

0.122

18.423

7.817

3.650

7.782

13.324

Hour

0.044

72.300

7.458

10.916

2.586

119.161

MIN=minimum, MAX=maximum, MEAN=average, 𝛔 =Standard deviation, MED=median, 𝛔2=variance

Figure 2.3: Cumulative distribution of rainfall rate for three years

2.4

Data Pre-processing
A common problem in meteorological study is missing data due to

insufficient sampling, faulty data acquisition or instrument measurement error.
Data pre-processing methods have been used in this study to eliminate faulty
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data, reduce noise and data discrepancies. Due to high dimensionality of the
parameters, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) algorithm was used to
interpolate some missing data [14]. Hourly meteorological data used in this
study was provided by the Malaysian Meteorological Department. One of the
aims of this study was to investigate the weather forecast for each weather
station independently and localised. Table 2.4 summarises the parameters that
are available:

Table 2.4: Parameters available and its unit measurement from weather station.
Parameter
Atmospheric Pressure
Dry bulb temperature

Unit
HPa
o

C

o

C

Dew point
Humidity

%

Wind speed

ms-1

Rainfall amount

mm

Rainfall duration

minute

Rainfall rate

mmh-1

The rain-gauges used were self-emptying gauges or tipping buckets. The
gauge rotates and empties when 0.1 mm of rain has fallen. The system will
count the number of times the meter has emptied every minute and sends the
appropriate rainfall value to the base station which is accumulated into hourly
rainfall data. When the rainfall is less than 0.1 mm the system will record no
rain event. All of the weather stations used anemometers to measure wind
speed and wind direction [15]. Instruments used to measure and send the data
to the storage system is available at Appendix D. The percentage of the missing
value for each weather station is presented in Table 2.5. Details parameters
availability is tabulated in Appendix C.
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Table 2.5: Missing data for all weather stations

2.4.1

Parameter

%
Missing
data

No. of
missing
data

Total
number
of data

Atmospheric Pressure

2.6

2069

78912

Dry bulb temperature

1.3

993

78912

Dew point

1.2

976

78912

Humidity

2.9

2295

78912

Wind speed

9.1

7187

78912

Total

17.1

13520

394560

Missing data imputation using Principal Component Analysis
Interpolating to handle missing data is referred to as imputation [16]. In

one dimensional data, basic statistical analysis such as minimum, maximum,
median, standard deviation and variance are important statistical parameters to
interpret data trend and changes [17]. This study makes use of multidimensional data to build the forecasting model. However, before it can be
implemented, denoising data and missing data management is essential. In this
study, a non-linear PCA-ALS algorithm has been used to handle missing data
for all weather stations. PCA is a well-established technique in reducing data
dimensionality [18]. Data compression, image processing, visualisation,
exploratory data analysis, pattern recognition and time series prediction are
among the applications that engaging PCA technique. The entire process flow
diagram in missing data handling is presented in Figure 2.4.
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START

Raw Data

Replace faulty data such as
-1, -1.1, -1.0 to NaN
Implement Imputation using
PCA-ALS

Evaluation Imputation fitness

Kernel Density Estimation
(KDE)

Subspace comparison

NO

Optimum

YES
Complete Dataset

END

Figure 2.4: Missing data handling flowchart.

The relationship between weather parameters can be generalized using
covariance. However, the covariance analysis typically works for two
dimensional data. Since the available data consists of six parameters, the
covariance matrix is a good alternative to determine the relationship between
all parameters [19]. The covariance matrix of five weather parameters
(excluding rain data) was calculated in determination of missing data. The
covariance can be simplified in the following form:
Cnn  (Cij , C ji  cov( Dimi , Dim j ))

where Cnn

is matrix with n rows and n
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(2.1)

column, Dimx is the x th matrix

dimensional size. The following matrix is the covariance matrix data
representation in this study:

Cnn










cov( P, P )
cov(T , P )
cov( DP, P )
cov( H , P )
cov(WS , P )

cov( P, T )
cov(T , T )
cov( DP, T )
cov( H , T )
cov(WS , T )

cov( P, DP )
cov(T , DP )
cov( DP, DP )
cov( H , DP )
cov(WS , DP )

cov( P, H )
cov(T , H )
cov( DP, H )
cov( H , H )
cov(WS , H )

cov( P,WS ) 
cov(T ,WS ) 
cov( DP,WS ) 

cov( H ,WS ) 
cov(WS ,WS ) 

(2.2)

where P is pressure, T is temperature, DP is dew point, H is humidity, and WS
is wind speed. Equation (2.2) shows that the matrix is symmetrical at the main
diagonal and indicates that the covariance is one of the dimension of itself [20].
The covariance matrix together with its eigenvalues and eigenvectors will be
used in implementing the non-linear PCA-ALS technique. In statistics, PCA is
utilized to extract core relationships in high dimensionality data. Basically,
PCA is a technique used to identify patterns in data by expressing the similarity
and differences of the data [20]. Principal components can be defined by
calculating the eigenvectors of the correlated data matrix. These vectors provide
the directions in which the group of data is stretched most. The projections of
the data on the eigenvectors are the principal components. The corresponding
eigenvalues from eigenvectors provide an indication of the amount of
information to the respective principal components. Principal components
corresponding to large eigenvalues represent considerable information in the
dataset and consequently tell the relations between the data points. PCA
assumes that all data were measured in ratio and interval scale. In
implementing PCA-ALS, the raw data must be quantified using optimal
scaling. The ALS algorithm estimates the least squares values by updating
alternately between a set of data in matrix. The regularization stops when it
converge [21]. Step by step implementation of the missing data handling using
non-linear PCA-ALS can be summarized in the following steps:
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Step 1.

Load data: five parameters from observed meteorological data into matrix
NM.
Step 2.
Find missing value and replace -1, -1.1, -1.0 or N/A to NaN and store data
into M matrix
Step 3.
Determine principal component for each parameter:
Step 4.
Calculate the covariance matrix of the whole dataset.
Step 5.
Calculate eigenvectors and corresponding eigenvalues.
Step 6.
Calculate matrix of vectors to determine principal component.
Step 7.
Perform principal component coefficient for matrices NM and M using
PCA.
Step 8.
Calculate mean for each weighted parameters in M matrix using PCA-ALS.
Step 9.
Construct new dataset with estimates value.
Step 10.
Evaluate estimated data:
Step 10.1. Comparing coefficient of M and NM matrices angle subspace; if the
angle is small, the two spaces are nearly linear dependent.
Step 10.2. Comparing probability distribution between matrices M and NM.

where M is matrix with missing data and NM is matrix for non-missing data

2.4.2

Results and Discussions
PCA-ALS has been implemented on the data from all weather stations.

This is very important as preparation for providing the input data to a model
that will be developed later [22]. The amount of missing data in the MARDI
Bukit Tangga station was considerably high compared to other stations. Table
2.5 shows that the largest number of missing data is wind speed, the PCA-ALS
imputation technique started with that data. After the observed data is store
into NM matrix, the next step is to replace default and missing data to NaN.
NaN is one of the data types available in Matlab, NaN returns the
IEEE® arithmetic representation for Not-a-Number (NaN) [23]. The method of
imputation in this study will make use of existing PCA pre-defined subroutine
available in Matlab [23]. Table 2.6 shows the covariance of NM ( cov NM ) and M (
cov M ) matrices derived from the covariance matrix in Equation (2.2). There are

positive and negative covariance coefficients in both matrices; these imply
positive and negative relationship between parameters.
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Table 2.6: Covariance matrices for missing data and non-missing data

Covariance matrix
for non-missing
data

cov NM

 0.9328 0.3574 0.0415 0.0136 0.0145 
 0.0368 0.2016 0.6661 0.0252 0.7167 


  0.0296 0.0169
0.7348 0.0632 0.6744 


0.9113 0.1164 0.0187
0.1671 
 0.3572
 0.0032 0.0281 0.0325 0.9974 0.0576 



 0.9314 0.3612 0.0415 0.0114 0.0128 
 0.0374 0.2013 0.6649 0.1046 0.7107 


cov M   0.0296
0.0167
0.7349
0.0321 0.6765 


0.9092
0.1194
0.0309
0.1693 
 0.3599
 0.0268 0.0459 0.0430
0.9935 0.0916 


Covariance matrix
for missing data

Once the covariance coefficients were determined, the next step was to
calculate the estimated mean of weighted parameters. The average of weighted
parameters will be utilised in constructing a new dataset with estimated filling
value for missing data. Table 2.7 represents the mean weighted value for NM
and M matrices. Mean weighted parameter values for both matrices are equal
except for wind speed.

Table 2.7: Mean weighted parameters for NM and M matrices
Meteorological Parameters
Matrix

Pressure

Temperature

Dew point

Humidity

Wind speed

NM

1003.63

26.48

22.96

82.10

0.66

M

1003.63

26.48

22.96

82.10

0.96

The next step is to construct a dataset with new filling values using the
following equation:
ND  ( scoreM *cov M )  M

(2.3)

where ND is a new dataset matrix, scoreM is the representation of matrix M in
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the principal component space, covM is the covariance coefficient of matrix M
and µM is the mean weighted value for all parameters in matrix M.
The

PCA-ALS

algorithm

estimates

the

missing

values.

The

appropriateness of the substituted values can be determined by comparing the
angle between the two spaces spanned by the coefficient vectors. The missing
data is close and nearly linearly dependent if the angle yield is small [24]. The
results produce by the function for the angle of the coefficient vectors is 5.778e16. Figure 2.5 shows the reliability of the imputed data compared to the raw
data. The linear relationship between the dataset’s principal component can be
visualized in Figure 2.5(a) and Figure 2.5 (b). From the figures, it is evident that
differences between raw data and imputed data are very small.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 2.5: PCA Analysis comparison between Raw Data (a) and Imputed Data (b).

Another approach to verify the validity of the estimated data is by using
Gaussian Kernel Density Estimation (KDE). KDE is a non-parametric method
used to estimate the probability density function (PDF) of random variables
[25]. Comparison between KDE for the wind speed parameter is presented in
Figure 2.6. The PDF between the raw data and imputed data for wind speed
datasets is identically distributed and it can be concluded that the imputation
method using PCA-ALS is an acceptable technique. For other meteorological
parameters, the differences between the measured and the data with missing
data estimates using KDE plot are shown in Figure 2.7. This shows the
reliability of the PCA-ALS algorithm in imputation.
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Figure 2.6: Kernel Density Estimation for Wind Speed dataset with raw data and imputed data

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)
Figure 2.7: KDE for : (a) Pressure, (b) Temperature, (c) Dew point and (d) Humidity

2.5

Meteorological Parameter Analysis
In the previous section, imputation has been applied to estimate missing

data. The dataset created is used to further analyse weather parameters. Three
years of data from 01/01/2012 to 31/12/2014 has been used to develop a forecast
model. The resolution of the data is one hour. In general, annual reports
presented by the Malaysia Meteorological Department covers all areas accross
Malaysia [26]. Because weather fronts are dynamic and change over short
periods of time and space [27], the report does not often reflect the actual
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localised weather conditions. There is no specific statistical report available for
the study area. In this section, an overview of meteorological parameters
analyses is divided into two sub-section; preliminary analysis and parameters
analyses. In the preliminary analysis, basic statistical analysis is conducted by
calculating the simple descriptive statistics from three years of data.
Meanwhile, parameters analyses are used to present the parameters’ variations
during rain or non-raining conditions. Temperature, dew point and humidity
have a homogenous relationship with the amount of moisture in the air and
rain condition [28]. For pressure and wind speed, separate representations of
their patterns and relationships with rain condition will be presented. All of
these analyses are crucial and a major contribution to the forecasting model
development using ANN. ANN can forecast output by mapping input and
output parameters using appropriate algorithms [29]. Therefore, the parameter
analysis is considered as an important initial step in the development of a
forecasting model.
2.5.1

Descriptive statistical of meteorological parameter
In order to gain a better understanding of the parameters’ behaviour,

initial basic analyses were carried out. Table 2.8, Table 2.9 and Table 2.10 show
the descriptive statistics of the parameters for any rain condition, rain and no
rain.

Table 2.8: Parameter analysis for all stations in any rain condition
Parameter

Max

Mean

Min

𝛔

𝛔2

Median

Pressure

1017.0

1009.6

1001.2

2.0

4.0

1009.6

Temperature

38.1

27.5

16.1

3.2

10.2

26.4

Dew point

29.4

24.5

15.3

1.5

2.2

24.5

Humidity

100

83.7

29.0

12.2

148.3

88.0

Wind speed

10.7

1.1

0.0

0.9

0.7

1.1

Rainfall rate

64.8

0.3

0.0

2.3

5.2

0.0
𝛔 =Standard Deviation, 𝛔2=variance
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Table 2.9: Parameter analysis for all stations in rain condition
Parameter

Max

Mean

Min

𝛔

𝛔2

Median

Pressure

1014.5

1008.8

1000.8

2.3

5.3

1008.9

Temperature

33.3

25.3

21.8

1.7

2.8

25.0

Dew point

28.3

24.0

20.3

1.1

1.2

23.9

Humidity

100.0

92.0

60.0

5.2

26.6

93.0

Wind speed

10.7

1.2

0.0

1.2

1.4

1.0

Rainfall rate

72.3

5.3

0.1

9.1

83.0

1.7

𝛔 =Standard Deviation, 𝛔2=variance

Table 2.10: Parameter analysis for all stations in no rain condition
Parameter

Max

Mean

Min

𝛔

𝛔2

Median

Pressure

1017.0

1008.8

1000.0

2.3

5.3

1008.9

Temperature

38.1

27.4

15.4

3.2

10.0

26.6

Dew point

29.4

24.0

12.1

1.7

3.0

24.1

Humidity

100.0

82.2

24.0

12.9

166.1

86.0

Wind speed

9.0

1.2

0.0

1.1

1.1

1.0

Rainfall rate

0.0

N/A

0.0

0.0

0.0

𝛔 =Standard Deviation,

0.0
𝛔2=variance,

N/A=Not available

The climate in the study area for three years presented an average of 27.5
°C and an average humidity of 83.7 %. The maximum temperature can reach
40.0 °C and the minimum temperature recorded is 16.1 °C. The average
pressure, dew point and wind speed do not show any behavioural differences
between rain and not rain condition. On the contrary, temperature and
humidity show slight differences in their average values. In general, it has been
shown that temperature and humidity are the parameters that have the
capabilities to determine the rain condition at given times [30].
2.5.2

Meteorological patterns and parameters distribution
Further analysis of meteorological parameters is to investigate the

attributes of all parameters in all environmental conditions. Because the main
focus in this study is to develop rain forecasting model, all plotted parameter
patterns are presented together with the rain condition at hourly interval. In
this section, two approaches will be used to determine the meteorological
patterns and probability distribution. The patterns of variations are presented
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in Figure 2.8, Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10, while the cumulative probability
distribution for each parameter is depicted in
Figure 2.11.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2.8: Rainfall rate, temperature, dew point and humidity in (a)1000 and (b)120 step.

On a typical day there are variations in the temperature and humidity.
As expected, the relative humidity rises at night (as the temperature falls
toward the dew point) and the maximum temperatures are typically recorded
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in the afternoon. Figure 2.8 (a) and (b) show that dew point is over 23 °C which
is typical in the tropics. In Figure 2.8 (b), it can be seen that when it is raining or
slightly before it starts to rain, humidity rises but the temperature drops. This
occurs when cold air mixes with warm air, the air temperature will drop.
In pressure observation, low and high pressure areas are associated with
vertical movement of the air from a high pressure area to a low pressure area.
Rising air cools, thus reducing its ability to retain moisture which condenses as
rain. Figure 2.9 shows the measured pressure. When plotted alongside rainfall,
it indicates a drop in pressure just before the rainfall but sometime the opposite
occurs. These ambiguities are infrequent and therefore a generalised
relationship between pressure and rainfall can be deduced.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 2.9: Pressure and rainfall rate observation in 1000 and 120 hours.

Figure 2.10 shows the plot of the wind speed and rainfall rate
observation within the same time interval. The average wind speed tends to be
high when it is raining. It can be concluded, in general, that wind condition
affects rainfall [31]. In this study, it can be argued that the measurement of the
rainfall rate is acceptable and no significant errors were introduced due to
strong winds because the average of the wind speed is 1.1 ms-1 (Table 2.8).

(a)
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(b)
Figure 2.10: Wind speed and rainfall rate observation in 1000 and 120 hours.

In the following parameters analysis, distributions of weather
parameters are used to determine the characteristic. Cumulative Distribution
Function (CDF) curves are used to determine the significant parameters during
raining or not raining events. The CDF of each parameter is compared between
rain and no rain events.
Figure 2.11 (a),(b),(c),(d) and (e) show the curves of all parameters. In raining
event, humidity varied from 65 % to 100 %. Thus the following characteristic is
implied; if the humidity is less than 65 % it is most probably that it is not
raining. For temperature greater than 33 °C and dew point is greater than 28 °C,
it is not raining. Unfortunately, for atmospheric pressure and wind speed there
is no clear distinction between rain and not raining event.
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Figure 2.11: Parameters cumulative probability distribution during rain and not raining
condition, (a) pressure, (b) temperature, (c) dew point, (d) humidity and (e) wind speed
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2.6

Summary
This chapter has described the study area, rainfall rate analysis, data

availability,

imputation

methodology

and

parameter

analysis.

Basic

information of the study area, including their locations, elevations and
fundamental climate characteristic have been presented. For rainfall rate
analysis, monthly average for three years, rainfall rate analysis for each station
and rainfall rate distribution using CDF have been presented to gain an insight
into rain characteristic. The implementation of PCA-ALS imputation method to
handle gaps in the data has been presented. This is important to ensure reliable
datasets is available to develop a forecasting model. The evaluation of the
reliability of imputation has been determined by evaluating the subspace point
of PCA. KDE has also been used to evaluate the distribution of the data.
Descriptive statistics, parameter pattern and its probability distribution have
been presented. Rain is most likely going to occur when the humidity and wind
speed is high and when the temperature, dew point and pressure are relatively
low.
The next chapter describes the setup and methodology for weather
forecast. Datasets available after the imputation method will be used to develop
the weather forecasting model.
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Chapter 3
Literature Review

3.1

Introduction
This chapter presents the literature in the application of ANN in weather

and rainfall forecasting. It presents the Neural Network concept and the
analytical methodologies used. The soft computing approach of artificial neural
networks coupled with PCA data pre-processing and FCM soft clustering is
presented. Earlier related works in computational weather and rainfall
forecasting is also described.

3.2

Neural Network
ANN comprises a set of artificial neurons interconnected in an

architecture and functionality similar to biological neurons of the brain. A
biological neuron illustrated in Figure 3.1, is made up of three basic elements:
the body, the dendrites and the axon [32][33].
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Figure 3.1: Human brain biological neuron [32][33]

ANN gains knowledge through a learning process that involves finding
an optimal set of weights for the connections. ANNs can be characterised into
single layer, bilayer and multilayer with feed forward, recurrent or selforganizing depending on the direction of information flow and processing. The
ANN architecture is the multilayer feed forward network with back
propagation layer (BPL), representative examples of which are the multilayer
perceptron (MLP) and the radial basis functions [34][35]. A neuron is an
information processing unit that obtains several signals from its input links,
each of which has an assigned weight [34]. These weights correspond to
synaptic efficiency in biological neurons [36][37].

3.3

Artificial Neural Network in Weather Forecasting
Weather forecasting is one of the challenging problems especially for

tropical climate where the meteorological conditions are dynamic and
constantly changing. Many studies have been carried out in weather forecasting
using ANN [3][38][39][40]. [3] presents the use of an ANN to provide daily
forecasts

for

temperature,

wind

speed,

and

humidity

for

southern

Saskatchewan, Canada. The results show that a proposed ANN with radial
basis function outperforms empirical statistical modelling.
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[39] obtained

temperature and relative humidity weekly forecasts using ANN time series
analysis. The network model used is a MLP feed forward ANN model with
BPL. The error is less than 3% for 15 weeks temperature and humidity forecast.
[39] suggested that statistical parameters could be used as inputs in ANN
models for weeks ahead weather forecasting. Daily temperature forecasting
model is presented in [40] using ANN with an additional input. Ten years of
meteorological data from Kermanshah in Iran have been used in the study. The
results show that the best performance of MLP-BPL ANN architecture
combines sigmoid transfer function in the hidden layer, linear function in the
output layer and Scaled Conjugate Gradient (SCG) algorithm yields maximum
error between 0.69 to 1.29 [40]. Rain intensity forecasting in Athens, Greece
using the ANN approach was implemented in [41]. The forecast results focuses
on the projected mean, maximum and minimum monthly rain intensity for the
next four successive months in Athens. The meteorological data used to
estimate the rain intensity were the monthly rain totals and the corresponding
raining days from the National Observatory of Athens. The training datasets
used was 111 years of data from 1899 to 2009. The results of the developed and
applied ANN models showed a fairly reliable forecast of the rain intensity for
the next four months with statistical significance level of p < 0.01. This work
used historical rainfall data and concentrated on longer period of forecasting
that serve the needs of monthly rain intensity prediction. However, the study in
this thesis focuses on localised short period of prediction at hourly intervals
based on meteorological data. Another monthly rainfall prediction using ANN
was presented in [42] using data of Darjeeling, India. The proposed rainfall
prediction model is the combination of wavelet analysis and ANNs. The results
of monthly rainfall series modelling show that the performances of wavelet
analysis and ANN models produce 0.9 correlation value. Recently, [43] used
deep learning ANN method to forecast air temperature for short-term
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prediction in North-Western Nevada, United States. One year of data from 2012
to 2013 was used in the study. Hourly meteorological data such as atmospheric
pressure, temperature, humidity, precipitation and wind speed were also used.
The results show that in deep learning ANNs, reconstructing the input
parameters and combining related meteorological parameters, such as
barometric pressure, humidity and wind speed data achieved a 97 % accuracy
whilst basic ANN implementations yielded 94 % accuracy. [44] used
temperature time series analysis to forecast monthly rainfall in Australia yields
statistical significance value of p < 0.05. A neural network based algorithm in
forecasting atmosphere pressure for a future time and a given location is
presented in [45]. BPL networks have been used to initiate the ANN forecasting
model. The proposed ANN based forecasting method integrated BPL and
Hopfield Networks and were tested using three years of weather data
consisting of 15000 records containing environmental parameters such as
temperature, humidity and wind speed. The prediction error was found to be
very small and the neural network learning showed better convergence. Their
study emphasis was on predictive data mining by extracting interesting nontrivial, implicit, previously unknown and potentially useful patterns or
knowledge from enormous amount of meteorological data. The proposed
models in [43], [44] and [45] were developed for temperate climate. However
the study reported in this thesis is in tropical climate where the behaviour and
pattern of the meteorological parameters is different. Most of the weather
forecasting methods in the literature are liable on the area where the study has
been made specifically. Different climatological characteristic, tend to give a
different environmental relationship towards weather condition and rainfall
occurrences. The current advances in ANN methodology for modelling nonlinear and dynamical phenomena are the motivation to investigate the
application of different ANN algorithms for hourly weather forecasting.
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3.4

Artificial Neural Network in Rainfall Forecasting
Some studies of short term rain and weather forecasts using ANN have

also been reported in [46],[47] and [48]. [46] implemented ANNs to forecast
whether it is raining or not regardless of rainfall amount or its intensity. The
proposed ANN model results were compared to U.S Weather Bureau forecasts.
The ANN model was trained using 24 hour sea level pressure pattern to
forecast rain for San Francisco Bay for 12 hours and 24 hours. The forecasted
results show that an adaptive system using ANN pattern recognition has the
ability to produce 90 % for 12 hours and 81 % accuracy for 24 hours forecasts
without understand thoroughly the dynamics of the parameter pattern. A case
study of a tropical climate was conducted in Thailand to improve the current
rainfall forecast using ANNs [47]. Forecast results for near real time forecasting
for 1 to 3 hours achieve more than 0.7 correlation [47]. A combination of spatial
meteorological parameters such as humidity, air pressure, temperature and
cloud condition from 75 weather stations were used to train the network.
Generalized feed-forward networks and simple MLP network architecture were
applied in the proposed model [47]. A similar study was conducted in the
Philippines using daily meteorological parameters to train the network [48].
Results showed that the daily rainfall forecast achieved high accuracy when
ANNs and Bayesian network were implemented [48]. All of these methods took
advantage of high spatial and temporal resolution data. For example, data
availability for the study in [47] came from 104 weather stations measured over
a period of 15 years.

3.5

Artificial Neural Network Architectures
ANN is a mathematical data processing system. The key function of an

ANN is to predict or classify appropriately the particular input instances.
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Similarly to biological neurons, learning in ANN is achieved by adapting the
synaptic weights to the input data [49]. ANN structure has a number of
interconnected artificial neurons connected together. It is a mathematical model
which functions like the neuron patterns of the human brain. A supervised
learning ANN must be trained through a training data set and it creates the
patterns and the rules governing the network [50]. In an early model of ANN,
feed forward ANN was introduced as perceptron [51]. This model uses a single
input perceptron layer for a single output. The disadvantage of this approach is
that the perceptron is not able to train and recognize many types of patterns.
Each neuron is composed of two parts; a weight coefficient and a transfer
function. Figure 3.2 shows a single neuron that consists of a weighted input,
summing function and transfer function.

x1

w1

w2

x2

y

wi
xi

Weight coefficient

Transfer function

Figure 3.2: Single neuron

For a neuron receiving n inputs, each input xi (where i  1n ) is
weighted by multiplying by weight wi . The sum of the wi xi products gives the
net activation of the neuron. This activation value is subjected to a transfer
function ( f ) to produce the neuron’s output, y . A single neuron can be
described by Equation (3.1) :
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n

y  f   wi xi 
 i 1

(3.1)



Adding more perceptron layers in a network topology will increase the ability
of the ANN to recognize various classes of patterns. This additional layer is
known as MLP. MLP works by adding more layers of nodes between input and
output nodes. The neurons are arranged into an input layer, an output layer
and one or more hidden layers. The learning process for MLP is known as BPL.
The processes repetitively calculate an error function and adjust the weight
with smaller error. The transformations of the weights depend on the following
steps:
Step 1.
Step 2.
Step 3.

Each learning step start with forcing input signal from training data set.
Determine the output values for each neuron in each network layer.
Finally, best weight is selected to map the input with the output.

Figure 3.3 illustrates the propagation of signals traversing through each neuron
from input layer, hidden layer and finally, the target.

x l,1
x l,2

x l,3

f

Hidden Layer 2

Hidden Layer 1

Input Layer 1

w1,i

f

w2,i

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

Output Layer

w3,i

f

w4,i

y

x l,i

Figure 3.3: ANN layer representation

Suppose that there are L number of layers, (including input, hidden and
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output layer). l representing a layer that has N number of nodes in the form of
N  l  ,where l  (0,1,, L; l  0 is the input parameter) and i  1,, N  l  is the

node that has output from a previous layer and is the input for the next layer,
yl ,i is the output that depends on the incoming signals xl ,i and parameters α, β

and γ . Thus the following equation is the generalization of the output from of
node:

yl ,i  f l ,i ( xl 1,1wl 1,1,..., xl 1,N ( l 1), ,  ,  ,...)

(3.2)

After the propagation of signals, the next step is to compare the output signal
from the node and the desired output ( z ) from the training data. In general
form, the difference is known as the error signal  l ,i .

 l ,i  z  yl ,i

(3.3)

Assuming that the training data set has P entries, the error measure for the Pth
entry of the training data set is the sum of the squared error:

EP 

N ( L)

 (z  y
k 1

l ,i

)2

(3.4)

Where k is the number of component z (desired output). The weight for a
particular node is adjusted in direct proportion to the error of the neurons to
which it is connected using back propagation Gradient descent algorithm. The
Gradient descent algorithm is responsible for finding the weight that will
deliver the minimised error. The algorithm can be simplified into two steps
below:
Step 1.
Step 2.

Obtain gradient vector.
Calculate the error signal  l ,i as the derivative of the error measure E p with
respect to the output node i in layer l in both direct and indirect paths.
The ordered derivative can be express in the following equation:
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 l ,i 

 Ep
yl ,i

(3.5)

Every input parameter that is used to train the network is associated
with the output pattern. The ANN model use standard supervised learning
MLP trained with BPL algorithm [52]. The whole process of training in MLPBPL implementations is summarized in the following steps:
Step 1.
Step 2.
Step 3.
Step 4.
Step 5.

3.5.1

Initialize the weights from training data by mapping the input data to the
desired output data.
Initialize bias by randomly selecting data from the training dataset.
Compute the output of neurons, error and update weights.
Update all weights and bias and, repeat Step 3 for all training data.
Repeat Step 3 and Step 4 until the error is reduce to an acceptable value.

Training Algorithm
In this study, three BPL training algorithm were selected and studied,

each having a different computational and storage requirement.
3.5.1.1

Levenberg-Marquardt (LM)

The LM algorithm for network training is used in [53] and [54]. The LM
algorithm belongs to the quasi-Newton method which is a modification of the
classical Newton algorithm approximation of the inverse of the Hessian. The
approximation can guarantee that the Hessian matrix is positive definite while
maintaining a convergence rate of the order of two. The second-order
convergence enables it to escape local minima in the error surface [55].
3.5.1.2

Bayesian Regularization (BR)

BR training algorithm improves generalization and reduces the difficulty of
determining the optimum network architecture. BR uses object functions such
as MSE to improve generalisation that requires expensive computation to reach
optimal level. A detailed discussion of BR is described in [56], [57] and [58].
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3.5.1.3

Scaled Conjugate Gradient (SCG)

Training in a neural network is conducted by minimising a global error
function, a multivariate function that depends on the weights in the network.
Many of the training algorithms are based on gradient descent algorithms [59]
such as LM and BR training algorithm. SCG design is based on the conjugate
gradient method in numerical analysis [60]. Unlike other conjugate gradient
methods, SCG was designed to avoid time consuming line search. It however
requires more iteration to converge but the number of computation is reduced
because line searches are avoided. This technique does not require any user
specified parameters and its computation is faster and inexpensive. A detailed
description of the algorithm can be found in [61].
3.5.2

Transfer Function
The Transfer function is used to calculate the net weight or calculate a

layer's output from its network input. Each layer has its own transfer function.
The optimum forecast results are based on a combination of ANN learning
algorithm and transfer functions [47][62][63]. Several combinations of the
following transfer functions are widely used:
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Table 3.1: Transfer function
Transfer function

Graphical
illustration

Mathematical equation

yx

Linear

y

Sigmoid (Logistic)

y

Hyperbolic Tangent Sigmoid

3.5.3

1
1  e x

e x  e x
e x  e x

Input Model
It is a common practice to split the available data into training dataset

and validation dataset. It is important that the training and validation datasets
are representative of the same population because ANNs are unable to
extrapolate beyond the range of the data used for training [64]. Poor prediction
will occur if the validation dataset contains values outside the range of the data
used for training. It is often difficult to have a representative validation dataset
when the amount of data available is limited. Techniques used to optimally
divide the available data are reviewed in [65]. Other issues related to network
training is overfitting. Overfitting occurs when the network has memorized the
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training examples, but has not learned to generalize or adapt to new inputs [36].
On the other hand, to resolve the overfitting problem, the available dataset need
to be divided into three sets, a training dataset, a testing dataset and a
validation dataset [47][66]. The testing dataset is a cross-validation dataset for
the implemented network. The training dataset is used to train a number of
different ANN model configurations. The test set is used to decide when to stop
training and also to determine which of the networks is the most accurate.
Finally, the validation set is used to evaluate the chosen model against
independent data [67].

3.6

Data Pre-processing for Meteorological Parameters
Common problem in meteorological study is missing data due to faulty

data acquisition or instrument measurement error. Fundamentally, imprecise
information can come from unreliable data containing noise that degrade the
quality of data [68]. It is important to pre-process input data before ANN
training in order to minimise uncharacteristic inputs which may limit the
application of the developed model [69]. Data pre-processing consists of data
cleaning and data normalisation. Data cleaning generally include assessing and
removing uncharacteristic data, maybe interpolating to replace missing data
and reducing noise in the data. Data cleaning attempts to obtain a simple
systematic relationship between data input and output [14]. The available data
should be standardised to ensure input variables measured on different scales
will not dominate the training process because initial weights within a network
are randomised to the same finite range [70]. In a general normalisation, data
are rescaled to the intervals [-1, 1] or [0, 1] depending on the type of transfer
function used in the network [36][70].
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3.7

Fuzzy C-Means Clustering
Clustering analysis is a method of clustering data or patterns into groups

based on shared characteristic. It attempts to organise an uncategorised input
into clusters such that data points within a cluster are more similar to each
other than those belonging to different clusters [71][72]. Fuzzy clustering is
suitable for handling the issues related to patterns recognition, incomplete or
noisy data, mixed media information and can provide approximate solutions
faster [73]. FCM introduces the fuzziness for the similar property of each data
and can retain more information about the dataset than hard clustering
algorithms [74]. Hard clustering only produces crisp partitions directly where
each data object is assigned to one cluster only [75]. In contrast, the fuzzy
clustering technique assigns a data object to all clusters with different
membership degrees [76]. Hard clustering analysis methods like K-means
distribute each data to a unique group; however soft clustering algorithms
such as FCM utilizes the membership values between 0 and 1 that show the
degree of membership for each data to each group and data that belong to more
than one cluster [77]. FCM uses fuzzy partitioning of dataset to position the
data points that belong to multiple cluster groups with a correspondence fuzzy
truth value between 0 and 1, the summation of all membership degrees of every
data point to all clusters must be 1 [78][79]. Different membership values show
the probability of each object belongs to different groups. The FCM algorithm is
one of the most popular clustering methods based on the minimisation of a
generalised least-squared errors function. FCM is an iterative and unsupervised
algorithm initially developed in [80] and [81]. The use of a FCM approach in
meteorology and climatology is presented in [82] to classify the precipitation
series and identify the hydrological homogeneous groups. Rainfall data from all
weather stations in Turkish basins was used. Regional homogeneity tests were
implemented to identify homogeneity of six regions identified by cluster
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analysis. The results showed that the performance of FCM method was better
than the K-Means method for identification of homogeneous precipitation
regions. According to the results, FCM method is recommended for
classification of rainfall series [82].

3.8

Performance Indices
The performance of a network can be measured using Mean Absolute

Error (MAE) [83], Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) [83] and correlation
coefficient (R) [47][84] between observed and forecast values. ANN model
evaluation using the magnitude of error has been used by many researches
[6][54][69][85][86][70]. In equation (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8), yt is the observed value,
yˆ t is forecasted value and n is the number of observations.

MAE 

RMSE 

1 n
 yt  yˆt
n t 1

(3.6)

1 n
( yt  yˆ t )2
n
t 1

(3.7)

The correlation coefficient is a measurement of the linear dependency
and the strength of the relationship between two variables. If each variable has

n scalar observations, then the Pearson correlation coefficient [87] is defined as:
R

n  yt yˆ t    yt   yˆ t 
n   yt 2     yt   n   yˆ t 2     yˆ t 
2

2

(3.8)

The R value will determine the linear relationship between the forecast
and observed value. If R  1 , this indicates that there is an exact linear
relationship. If R is close to zero, then there is no linear relationship between
them.
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3.9

Summary

This chapter has presented a general overview of ANN modelling and a review
on its implementations. Previous studies on relevant topics of weather study
have been presented. Standard ANN designs consist of three integral parts
namely input, training networks and output or expected results. ANN
approaching is susceptible of acquisition the correlation between rainfall
condition and related meteorological data. Supervised learning methods are
applied throughout the training to find appropriate weights that reduce the
inaccuracies between real and forecast value. In this thesis, the recommended
ANN is utilizing meteorological parameters like temperature, air pressure, dew
point, humidness and wind speed data at the same point of measured rain
quantities. Integrating pre-process and soft clustering method on those
parameters possess the potential of increasing forecast accuracy. The algorithm
of FCM soft clustering is applied to discover the correlation between the
meteorological variables and rain intensity. Other similar study of adapting
additional technique in ANN implementation is by integrating FCM clustering
in daily rainfall forecast model [88]. Data pre-processing algorithms such as
PCA-ALS and FCM soft clustering can be integrated with ANN in order to
improve the reliability of the model.
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Chapter 4
Artificial Neural Network in Weather
Forecasting

4.1

Introduction
This study aims to use meteorological parameters to predict weather

conditions. Meteorological data from North-West Malaysia is used in this
research. The data and pre-processing method have been described in Chapter
2. Many techniques are used in weather forecasting ranging from simple
observations to highly complex computerized mathematical models. The
Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) method is commonly used for weather
forecasting in Malaysia [38]. NWP forecasting is suitable for large areas but not
for localised forecasting [8]. Furthermore, the NWP model is adapted from nontropical regions such as Europe and Japan [38].
Different ANN algorithms (LM, BR and SCG) have been used. LM, BR
and SCG algorithms have been described in Chapter 3. The performance of each
algorithm is determined by evaluating the magnitude of the error and the
correlation coefficient value between observed and forecasted values.
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This

Chapter describes the ANN forecasting model to predict environmental
parameters for one, three and six hours for localised point prediction.

4.2

Meteorological Dataset
The dataset was divided into training and testing dataset. Chuping and

MARDI Bukit Tangga data were selected for training, while Alor Setar weather
station has been used for testing. Hourly meteorological data for pressure, dry
bulb temperature, dew point, humidity, wind speed, rainfall amount and
rainfall rate have been used. The pre-process dataset that was used as input to
the model has been discussed in Chapter 2.

4.3

Weather Forecast Implementation Flowchart
Figure 4.1 represent the flowchart for the ANN weather forecasting

implementation. The process is divided into three phases; data preparation,
ANN implementation and forecast accuracy evaluation.
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START

Data

Data Preprocessing

Input and target Data
random or index

Divide data into
Training, Validation and Test

redefined structure

Define Network Structure

select other function

LM, BR, SCG

resetting

Initialize weight, bias and transfer
function

Feed to neural network input layer
retrain

Trained neural network
1, 3 & 6 Hours Forecast

NO
Optimum Result

YES

Result

END

Figure 4.1: Weather forecast implementation flowchart.

4.4

ANN Design
The design of the ANN followed the standard steps from data input,

network

training

and

finally,

evaluation

and

application

[89].

The

implementation of multi-step ahead ANN forecast is used to find the applicable
forecast accuracy. The architecture of ANN makes use of LM, BR and SCG as
training algorithms. Linear (LT) and Hyperbolic Tangent Sigmoid (HT) are
used for transfer functions. Multiple input single output (MISO) ANN
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architectures have been used in this study. Meteorological parameters such as
atmospheric pressure, temperature, dew point, humidity and wind speed were
used to map input and output of MISO architecture. MISO network with single
output target reduces the time of the training process and MISO architecture
coupled with proper training algorithm would return a good convergence [90].
Additionally, it is easy to construct in parallel computation algorithm [91]. The
following sections describe the implementation of MISO-ANN architecture for
localised short-term weather forecasting.
4.4.1

ANN Preliminary implementation
In the design stage, several models were tested in order to find the

optimal ANN for each algorithm. Data was divided into training, validation
and testing set. In order to avoid overfitting and better generalisation, 70 % of
the training data set was selected and used for cross validation. Overfitting
problems has been studied by many researchers, the results show that large
training dataset tends to yield optimal solution [92][93][94]. In this study, the
minimum training data is set to 70 %.

During the training process, it is

important to monitor errors. When errors using the validation set increase, the
training should be stopped because the point of best generalisation has been
reached. The cross validation approach with split-sample training was adopted
in this study. Three years of data with hourly observed parameters was used.
Randomly selected data was divided into 70 % for training, 15 % for validation
and 15 % for testing.
4.4.2

Data normalisation
ANN learns faster and yields better results if the input variables are pre-

processed before the network is trained [10]. Data normalization is used to preprocess input and target data. Data normalization is the process of scaling data
to fall within a set range. The advantage of scaling the data is to make all
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weighted neurons to remain within a predictable range. Scaling of data to lie
between -1.0 and 1.0 is adopted and the normalised data was derived using the
equation:

 x  xmin 
  1
x

x
max
min



x' scale  2 

(4.1)

where x is the value before normalisation, xmax is the maximum value and xmin is
the minimum value in the dataset.
4.4.3

Input layer, hidden layer and output layer
In the input layer, each neuron has a single input which is a

meteorological data sample. The hidden layer and output layer are responsible
for accepting an arbitrary number of inputs based on the type of the chosen
interconnection of the neurons. In ANN approach, an issue of overfitting has
occurred, fixing the number of a hidden neuron is important to overcome that
issue. Number of hidden neurons should be fixed properly in order to provide
good generalisation capabilities for the prediction [90]. MLP with BPL ANN
architecture allows the potential of neural networks being universal
approximator by adding hidden layer [95]. Two hidden layers with 20 and 10
fixed number of neurons have been used, respectively, in ANN training. The
number of hidden layers and neurons is randomly selected. Linear (LT) and
Hyperbolic Tangent Sigmoid (HT) transfer function have been used in this
study (Table 4.1). In ANN, the forecasted value is the value that maps the
parameters from the input and hidden layers to the output. This output is
known as the target output during the training period. In this implementation,
the forecasted values were the individual atmospheric parameters, namely
atmospheric pressure, temperature, dew point, humidity and wind speed. The
input and output applied in this study can be describes in a schematic
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representation from Equation (4.2) and (4.3) in Section 4.4.6.
4.4.4

Training algorithm
In this study, supervised learning of LM, BR and SCG algorithms have

been adopted. LM is widely used in the training of ANN-MLP-BPL model. LM
iteratively adjusts estimates of model parameters to minimise residual errors
between measured dependent variable outputs and predictions from a
numerical model based on independent variable inputs [96]. LM minimises the
error in order to ensure the validity of the linear approximation reached. This
can be accomplished by modifying or updating the error function [90]. The BR
training algorithm is a linear combination of a Bayesian method and ANN to
automatically determine the optimal regularisation parameters [97]. SCG is a
training algorithm that utilises the conjugate gradient method. The SCG
training algorithm was developed to avoid the time consuming line search for
faster convergence [98].
4.4.5

Transfer function
The approach of modelling weather forecasting using ANN-MLP-BPL is

a regression approximation technique. LT and HT are the learning mechanisms
capable of adjusting weights in order to minimize the error. It has been
discussed in literature that LT is sometimes superior to the sigmoid (ST)
functions. When LT is used in the output layer and the values are bounded
within a small range (in this this study it is between -1.0 and +1.0 after
normalization) the learning rate is improved [63]. The HT function will
generates a value that is close to -1.0, and thus will maintain learning. In
contrast, ST will generate a value that it close to 0.0 if the argument of the
function is substantially negative. Consequently, the output (mostly if adopted
in hidden layer) will be close to zero and ST also drops the learning rate for all
subsequent weights. In this situation the regularisation of the BPL network will
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have the potential to terminate the learning process. For this particular study,
LM and HT are recommended to avoid early termination of the learning
process. However, a non-linear transfer function is used in the first hidden layer
instead of LM, otherwise it will end up with linear solutions. Table 4.1 shows
the transfer function use in this study.

Table 4.1: List of transfer function used in the experiment.
Transfer function

Graphical
illustration

Mathematical equation

yx

Linear

y

Hyperbolic Tangent Sigmoid

4.4.6

e x  e x
e x  e x

Prediction setup
The input vectors of hourly pressure, temperature, dew point, humidity

and wind speed were used for training. One to six hours lag of target vectors
were used as an additional input for each forecast parameter. Each iteration
find the optimum outcome for one to six hours forecast.
One, three and six hours forecast of pressure (P), temperature (T), dew
point (DP), humidity (H) and wind speed (WS) were evaluated. The LM
algorithm was used in the same ANN architecture. The accuracy of each hourly
predicted value was analysed. In general the input parameters Pinput and output
parameters Poutput for the ANN architecture can be describe as:
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Pinput  [ Pt  n , Tt  n , DPt  n , H t  n ,WSt  n , PFt n ]

(4.2)

Poutput  [ PFt ]

(4.3)

where PF is the metrological parameter observed at time t and n is the hour(s)
before the forecast. In the initial setup for an hour forecast, n = 1, t = 2. For 3
hours n = 3, t = 4 and for 6 hours ahead n=6, t=7.
The ANN model used was trained using the BPL-MLP training
algorithm as shown in Figure 4.2.

Input Layer 1
Temperature (T)

Pressure (P)

Dew Point (DP)

Hidden Layer 1

Hidden Layer n

1

1

2

2

3

3

20

10

Output Layer
Rain (R) t

1 neuron with
Linear function

Humidity (H)

Wind Speed (WS)

PFt-n

20 neurons with
Hyperbolic Tangent
Sigmoid function

10 neurons with
Linear function

Figure 4.2: A four layer ANN model with three layer feed forwards ANN.

4.4.7

Input parameters and selection
The choice of input parameters is very important in ANN model. Even

though there are five meteorological parameters (temperature, pressure, dew
point, humidity and wind speed), only parameters that have strong correlation
value are applied to the ANN model. Wind direction was measured on the
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ground and there is no data available for atmospheric wind direction at all of
the weather stations. Ground based wind speed and wind direction
observations are affected by the local topography [99], but the atmospheric
wind direction data is needed

as inputted to the forecast model. Single

observations on the ground are sometimes poorly correlated to the general
cloud direction, the wind direction on the ground estimated from several point
measurements can be linked to precipitation occurrence [99]. Due to
unavailability of atmospheric wind direction and the propose model is for
localised prediction, therefore wind direction is excluded in this study.
There is no systematic approach in parameter selection but statistical
analysis can be used to determine the relevant inputs. In this study, Pearson
rank correlation is applied to all datasets to find the relevant inputs [87].
4.4.8

ANN Configuration

The structure of the ANN forecasting model can be summarized as follows:


Input layer: N number of neurons where N > 0



Hidden layer: Two hidden layer with 20 and 10 neurons.



Output layer: One output layer, where the output for next one hour
parameter forecast is obtained.

4.5



Training functions: LM, BR, SCG



Transfer functions: HT and LT.



Training set: 78912 datasets.



Test set: 26304 datasets.



Training iterations: 1000 epochs.



Performance function: MSE=0.0001.

Results and Discussions
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The results in this section were used to evaluate the accuracy of LM, BR
and SCG algorithms used in the ANN weather forecasting model. The
emphasis was on predicting atmospheric pressure, temperature, dew point,
humidity and wind speed values and the results show that LM is the best
algorithm for forecasting with average of coefficient 0.9 for one hour, 0.8 for
three hours and 0.5 for six hours. Results are summarized in Table 4.2, Table
4.3 and Table 4.4. LM yields low MAE and RMSE compared to BR and SCG
algorithms except in a very few cases where BR produced better results. The
correlation coefficient (R) values produced by LM is greater than 0.95 for one
hour forecast. Figure 4.3 shows the training, validation, testing and overall
regression plots for temperature forecast using LM algorithm for one hour
forecast. LM offers the best accuracy, followed by BR and SCG. In terms of
processing time, SCG is the faster [61] compared to LM and BR but it does not
produce good convergence. BR algorithm takes more time compared to LM and
SCG during training but it converges faster. Figure 4.4 to Figure 4.8 show the
comparison between forecast and measure data results for one hour forecast
using LM algorithm. For three and six hours forecasts, the accuracy of the
prediction gradually degrades when the forecast interval is increased. In ANN
architecture, the drawback of the multi-step forecast is that the network
mapping capability is reduced when the forecast steps are increase [91].

Table 4.2: One hour parameter forecast
Parameter
Temperature

Pressure

Dew Point

ALGORITHM

MAE

RMSE

R

LM

0.637

0.917

0.958

BR

0.649

0.927

0.957

SCG

0.676

0.954

0.954

LM

0.441

0.548

0.962

BR

0.445

0.566

0.961

SCG

0.477

0.585

0.956

LM

0.067

0.132

0.996

BR

0.077

0.189

0.992

SCG

0.141

0.245

0.987
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Humidity

Wind Speed

LM

2.368

3.444

0.959

BR

2.409

3.486

0.958

SCG

2.682

3.707

0.953

LM

0.047

0.068

0.997

BR

0.068

0.096

0.994

SCG

0.052

0.074

0.996
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Table 4.3: Three hour parameter forecast
Parameter
Temperature

Pressure

Dew Point

Humidity

Wind Speed

ALGORITHM

MAE

RMSE

R

LM

1.185

1.577

0.869

BR

1.190

1.583

0.868

SCG

1.279

1.661

0.854

LM

0.782

0.966

0.876

BR

0.787

0.970

0.875

SCG

0.833

1.014

0.862

LM

0.558

0.741

0.869

BR

0.568

0.750

0.866

SCG

0.587

0.785

0.852

LM

4.185

5.716

0.883

BR

4.216

5.768

0.881

SCG

4.491

6.035

0.869

LM

0.474

0.601

0.708

BR

0.480

0.609

0.699

SCG

0.682

0.622

0.682

Table 4.4: Six hour parameter forecast
Parameter
Temperature

Pressure

Dew Point

Humidity

Wind Speed

ALGORITHM

MAE

RMSE

R

LM

2.178

2.739

0.512

BR

2.182

2.734

0.514

SCG

2.400

2.890

0.422

LM

1.279

1.629

0.581

BR

1.289

1.637

0.575

SCG

1.389

1.727

0.506

LM

0.830

1.049

0.714

BR

0.840

1.058

0.707

SCG

0.901

1.129

0.658

LM

7.756

9.850

0.588

BR

7.736

9.854

0.588

SCG

8.403

10.859

0.526

LM

0.596

0.732

0.509

BR

0.613

0.748

0.476

SCG

0.612

0.750

0.471
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Figure 4.3: Regression plot for temperature forecast using ANN with LM algorithm.

Figure 4.4: One hour forecast results for pressure using LM training algorithm
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Figure 4.5: One hour forecast results for temperature using LM training algorithm

Figure 4.6: One hour forecast results for humidity using LM training algorithm
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Figure 4.7: One hour forecast results for dew point using LM training algorithm

Figure 4.8: One hour forecast results for wind speed using LM training algorithm
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Figure 4.9: Three hours forecast results for temperature using LM training algorithm

Figure 4.10: Six hours forecast results for temperature using LM training algorithm

4.6

Summary
The ANN weather parameter forecasting model has been trained using

historical meteorological data from three weather stations. The relationship
between meteorological parameters such as pressure, temperature, dew point,
humidity and wind speed were used to develop the model. MISO-ANN with
LR, BR and SCG training algorithms together with the HT and LT transfer
functions have been used in developing the forecasting model. PCA-ALS
imputation and pre-processing technique used to improve the model’s
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performance. From the overall performance, the proposed and implemented
technique is capable of capturing and predicting the dynamic behaviour of
atmospheric pressure, temperature, dew point, humidity and wind speed for
one to six hours ahead. The average of 1 hour prediction gives 0.95 correlation
value, 3 hours prediction yields 0.84 correlation value and 0.62 correlation value
for 6 hours prediction. However, one hour and three hours prediction results
yield correlated values that are greater than 0.75. This study has initiated a new
development in meteorological study and weather forecasting system for
localised tropical climate. Forecast results from this study can be very useful in
environmental condition prediction. In the next chapter, further investigation of
ANN forecasting model that makes use of similar attributes to predict rain
condition and rainfall rate is presented. Due to the non-linearity of the
meteorological processes and dynamic weather condition in tropical climates,
developing a rain forecasting model is a demanding and challenging task.
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Chapter 5
ANN Rainfall Forecasting Model

5.1

Introduction
Rainfall

forecasting

is

extremely

important

for

efficient

water

management and effective flood forecasting. Flooding is a common natural
hazard in tropical countries that has significant impact on life and property
[100]. Reliable rainfall forecasting will reduce the damages resulting from flood
events, allowing time for evacuation forming part of a flood management
system. Rain in the tropics is characterized by high intensity over short periods
of time within smaller rain cell sizes that are localised and maybe highly
dynamic depending on wind condition. Due to these characteristics, localised
flash flood occurrence is frequent. In order to predict these events, an accurate
rainfall forecast model is crucial. Rainfall forecasting remains one of the most
challenging topics in hydrological operation due to spatial and temporal
variations of rainfall distribution, dynamic behaviour of tropical climates and
the highly non-linear nature of rainfall events. The NWP method is commonly
used for weather forecasting in Malaysia and it is unsuitable because it is has
been adapted from non-tropical regions such as Europe and Japan [38].
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The proposed ANN model in this study uses atmospheric pressure,
temperature, dew point, humidity and wind speed data measured at the same
point

as

rainfall

measurements.

The

permutations

of

meteorological

parameters, expert knowledge and empirical study have been used to process
the data and develop the ANN model. This chapter presents a basic
implementation of ANN rainfall forecast model and evaluates the accuracy.

5.2

Study Area and Meteorological Data
Three years of data from 01/01/2012 to 31/12/2014 that consists of 26304

dataset from Chuping weather station have been used. Figure 5.1 shows the
geographical location of Chuping weather station. The minimum, maximum
and average value of the atmospheric parameters obtained from the location of
interest are summarize in Chapter 2. From the available data, 2974 dataset are
rainfall events and the remaining 23330 dataset are non-rainfall events. Table
5.1 shows statistics of rainfall rate for Chuping in three years. The non-zero rain
data is about 11.3 %. Figure 5.2 is a graph that indicates the monthly average
rainfall rate. Over three years, the Chuping rainfall rate patterns are not
uniformly distributed without clear distinction between dry and wet seasons.
However, both dry and wet seasons happen twice a year based on the annual
rain pattern.
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Figure 5.1: Map of Malaysia and Chuping

Table 5.1: Hourly and monthly average rainfall rate statistic for Chuping.
Period

MED

𝛔2

2.8436

1.1474

2.7098

1.3166

2.9370

7.1997

0.5400

51.8355

MAX

MEAN

mmh 1

mmh 1

mmh 1

Month

0.1049

4.8564

Hour

0.0900

95.2800

Weather Station
Chuping

𝛔

MIN

𝛔 =Standard Deviation, 𝛔2=variance

Figure 5.2: Monthly rainfall rate average for Chuping
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5.3

ANN Design
The following flow diagram is the step by step implementation of the

ANN [89]:
add more data

Input and target Data

random or index

Divide data into
Training, Validation and Test

redefined structure

Define Network Structure

select other function

resetting

Select training function

Initialize weight, bias and transfer function

Feed to neural network input layer

retrain

Trained neural network

Determine and revise weights

Stop and test neural network
no

yes

Implementation and test with new data

Figure 5.3: ANN step by step design

In the preliminary implementation, several models were tested in order
to find the optimal ANN. Data were divided into training, validating and
testing sets. In the input layer, each neuron receives a single input that is a
meteorological parameter. However, the hidden layer and output layer accept
an arbitrary number of inputs based on the type of chosen interconnection of
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the neurons. Common practices to determine the number of hidden layers and
neurons include trial and error methods, genetic algorithm and Bayesian
network modelling [37]. Bayesian network modelling can be applied to
determine the optimum neural network structure but this method is
computationally complicated to implement [7]. There is also an input-output
based guideline, which suggests that the number of neurons in a hidden layer
conform to the following rule:

[2n1/2 ,2n  m]

(5.1)

where n is the number of inputs and m is the number of outputs in the neural
network [55]. This study will use a combination of trial and error method and
the range method from Equation (5.1).
The LM, BR and SCG training algorithms have been used in this study.
In this basic ANN forecasting model several combinations of the following
transfer functions are used:

Table 5.2: Transfer function
Transfer function

Graphical
illustration

Mathematical equation

yx

Linear

Sigmoid (Logistic)

Hyperbolic Tangent Sigmoid

y

1
1  e x

y

e x  e x
e x  e x

The transfer function is used to calculate the net weight or calculate a layer's
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output from its network input. Each layer in all setups has its own transfer
function. The optimum forecast results are based on combination settings of
ANN learning algorithm and transfer functions [101].

5.4

Rainfall Forecast ANN Architecture
The proposed ANN forecasting model is based on MLP with BPL

architectures. Different neural network structures have been tested; Figure 5.4 is
an

illustration

of

the

ANN

forecasting

model

architecture.

MISO

implementation is used in the setup. In the standard ANN rainfall forecasting
model, all meteorological parameter are selected and inputted into the network
without any sanitation process.
Input Layer 1
Temperature (T)

Pressure (P)

Dew Point (DP)

Hidden Layer n

Hidden Layer 1

1

1

2

2

3

3

n

n

Output Layer

Rain (R)t

Humidity (H)

Wind Speed (WS)

Others

Figure 5.4: ANN architecture for rainfall forecasting model

The input parameters Pinput and output parameters Poutput for the neural
network architecture can be described as follows:
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Pinput  [Pt n ,Tt n , Dt n , Ht n ,WSt n , Rt n , ]

(5.2)

Poutput  [ Rt ]

(5.3)

where R is the rainfall rate observed at time t and n is the number of hours
before the rain. The ANN architecture can be simplified to:
[ I , H1, ...H n , O]

(5.4)

where I is the input layer, H is the hidden layer, O is the output layer and n is
the number of hidden layers. For example, in the preliminary network
architecture which consists of 5 inputs, 1 output and 2 hidden layers with 20
and 10 neurons respectively, the architecture is 5-20-10-1.

5.5

Forecasting System Setup
The implementation was initially designed to predict the state (raining or

not raining) and if it was raining, to predict the rain intensity. State forecast is a
binary predictive target where 0 represents a non-rain event and 1 represents a
rain event, while the value forecast is the model that forecasts the rainfall
intensity. For the purposes of this study, the input vectors of atmospheric data
are used for training and classification of the ANN forecasting model. Hourly
meteorological parameters from January 2012 to December 2014 were used. The
number of hidden units in the single hidden layer was set to 10 for each model.
The number of neurons and hidden layers are based on trial and error method
and Equation (5.1).
Each of the implementation finds the optimum for hourly period
forecasts, evaluates the magnitude of error and correlation coefficient of the
predicted output against the desired output. The initial numbers of iterations
were performed using a basic ANN such as a single hidden layer, small amount
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of validation checks and training iterations (epochs). Randomly selected data
for training, validation and test sometimes result in overfitting or saturation
[6][102]. ANN, by its nature, is biased towards the training dataset and will
always produce high correlation values (high accuracy). In order to reduce
overfitting, the training dataset was set to 70 % and an indexing dataset
selection approach was implemented [92][93]. The performance of the model
was evaluated using MAE, RMSE and the correlation coefficient value between
predicted and measured values.

5.6

Results and Discussions
In general, the proposed ANN utilised MISO with 5 inputs and single

output for both state and rain intensity forecasting. Presented in this section are
the results for 1 to 6 hours forecasting based on correlation coefficient R, MAE
and RMSE. Table 5.3 shows the results for ANN rainfall forecasting model.

Table 5.3: Rain prediction for ANN rainfall forecasting model

STATE
FORECAST

RAIN
INTENSITY
FORECAST

Model
1HOUR
2HOUR
3HOUR
4HOUR
1HOUR
2HOUR
3HOUR
4HOUR
5HOUR
6HOUR

Transfer
Function
T,T,T
T,T,L
T,T,L
T,T,T
T,T,T
T,T,L
T,T,L
T,T,L
T,T,T
T,T,T

Architecture
5-20-10-1
5-10-5-1
5-10-5-1
5-10-10-1
5-10-10-1
5-10-5-1
5-10-5-1
5-10-10-1
5-20-10-1
5-20-10-1

Training
Function
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR

MAE

RMSE

R

0.374
0.542
0.608
0.598
0.090
0.117
0.158
0.310
0.164
0.225

2.408
2.426
2.536
2.543
0.212
0.240
0.285
0.288
0.291
0.339

0.334
0.305
0.094
0.057
0.589
0.407
0.342
0.310
0.276
0.269

BR=Bayesian Regularization, LM= Levenberg Marquardt, SCG=Scaled Conjugate Gradient, T=Hyperbolic Tangent Sigmoid,
L=Linear, S=Sigmoid

From the different learning algorithms, BR gives a good convergence
compare to LM and SCG. In the basic ANN model implementation (Table 5.3),
rainfall rate forecast gives less than 0.1 correlation coefficient value for more
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than 2 hours forecast. The implementation of standard ANN suffers from poor
convergence where most of the correlation results is less than 0.5 and it
indicates that using a basic ANN for rainfall forecast is not reliable. The transfer
function used in each layer has a significant impact on the forecasting process.
Hyperbolic Tangent Sigmoid and Linear transfer functions work well in most
ANNs. Logistic Sigmoid did not meet the expected accuracy for prediction. The
number of hidden layers and their neurons were based on a trial and error
approach. When the number of hidden layers is set to more than 2, the accuracy
remained approximately the same but it slowed down the convergence process.
Therefore, the maximum number of hidden layers was set to 2. Estimating the
rainfall intensity used between 5 to 20 neurons based on Equation (5.1).

5.7

Summary
In tropical areas, rain dynamics are more challenging to predict because

of their localised characteristic. The study area in this paper experiences high
rain intensity over short durations. The highly dynamic and non-linear nature
of the weather condition is a reflection of the complex interaction between the
various processes at different scales. Therefore, the design of an effective system
for prediction is challenging. This study uses ANN to develop a rainfall
forecasting model. The accuracy of the forecast results based on correlation
value is less than 0.5 in average. The available data to train the network for high
rain intensity (rainfall rate greater than 31 mmh-1 ) is about 5.4 % which
compounds the challenge to develop an accurate model. The data for high rain
intensity is low (5.4 % of recorded rain events) because of insufficient time
resolution of weather station (rain gauges) to measure high rain intensity. The
rainfall rate is averaged over and hour which obscures the high rain intensity
over short time periods. That is a limitation of the data but one that does not
limit the validity of any developed model in this study to estimate rain
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intensities over hourly periods.
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Chapter 6
PCM-FCM-ANN Rainfall Forecasting
Model

6.1

Introduction
This chapter presents how the proposed pre-processing method and

FCM soft clustering have been combined with ANN to implement a rainfall
forecasting model. FCM clustering is applied in order to find the relationship
between the environmental parameters and rainfall rate. Integrating additional
processes or techniques in ANN recently attracted more attention in
meteorological study. [103] applied PCA to the input vectors to improve
rainfall-runoff forecast accuracy. Comparisons between rainfall data with and
without PCA showed PCA enhanced accuracy. [88] applied FCM clustering
technique was also used to cluster rainfall into three clusters in ANN training
dataset. Both of the mentioned approaches were applied in different climate
were rainfall is wide spread and less variable. This chapter determines the
reliability of the clustering technique in forecasting rainfall rate by exploring the
integration of FCM and the ANN model in cloud burst scenarios.
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6.2

Meteorological Data
The PCA-ALS was applied to the hourly data from all weather stations.

For rainfall rate forecasting, additional inputs of clustered value are added to
the multiple inputs with single output structure of standard ANN after FCM
clustering is applied.

6.3

Implementation Framework of PCA-FCM-ANN Forecasting

Model
The proposed model starts with data pre-processing by eliminating noise
and assigning new data for missing or corrupted data. FCM clustering is then
applied for rain and not rain conditions. Environmental parameters and rainfall
rate were clustered into several subsets. Input vectors of clustered dataset
together with pre-process environmental data are used as input to the PCAFCM-ANN forecasting model. Figure 6.1 show the flowchart of the forecasting
model.
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START

Raw Data

Identify faulty data

Implement Imputation using
PCA-ALS

Evaluation Imputation fitness

PCA-ALS Imputation

Kernel Density Estimation
(KDE)

Subspace comparison

NO
Optimum

YES
Complete Dataset

NO RAIN (dry)

FCM Cluster

FCM Cluster

FCM Clustering

RAIN (wet)

FCM Cluster

Rain Intensity
forecast

State forecast

FCM-ANN model

FCM-ANN forecast model

END

Figure 6.1: Flowchart of forecasting for modular PCA-FCM-ANN implementation.
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6.4

PCA-ALS Imputation Method
In Chapter 2, PCA-ALS imputation has been presented. A step by step

imputation process based on the PCA-ALS algorithm was described in 2.4 and
depicted in Figure 6.1. The processed datasets are then clustered using FCM
soft clustering before they are inputted in the PCA-FCM-ANN forecasting
model.

6.5

FCM Clustering
FCM soft clustering is a process of discovering an appropriate group of a

data. Patterns of data can provide a crisp representation of the behaviour of a
process by falling into groups that have similar characteristics and defined
different clusters that have characteristics which are not identical. The aim is to
reduce the non-linearity of the raw data by grouping similar segments of the
training data. It attempts to organise uncategorised input into clusters where
data points within a cluster are similar rather than those belonging to different
clusters [104][105].
In the proposed PCA-FCM-ANN rainfall forecasting model, the training
data is portioned into five clusters. The number of cluster is obtained using
Partition Coefficient indexing [106]. The soft clustering approach has been used
to identify the substantial input (environmental parameters) for hourly rainfall
prediction. Figure 6.2 depicted the schematic illustration of the PCA-FCM-ANN
implementation. FCM clustering is applied separately for no rain and rain
datasets. Then the clustered parameters are combined to create input and
output vectors. The clustering is important when there are similar class patterns
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between input parameters for rain and not rain conditions. The clustered input
parameters are the property of several classes are not forced to fully belong to
one of the classes, but rather are assigned membership degrees between 0 and 1
indicating their partial membership. From this situation, the relationships
between input-output parameters are improved. Furthermore it can reduce
overfitting during network training [107]. FCM is an iterative algorithm that
will define the centres of the clusters (centroids) from the data reciprocal
distances in order to minimise dissimilarity and works iterative until the
termination criterion is satisfied [108] [109].

Figure 6.2: Schematic illustration of FCM clustering integration into ANN rainfall forecasting
model

Assuming the matrix of dataset is U, FCM randomly initializes the
membership matrix of the dataset based on Equation (6.1)
c

uij  1, j  1,..., n

i 1

The dissimilarity function which is used in FCM is given by Equation (6.2)
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(6.1)

c

c

n

J (U , c1, c2 ,..., cc )   J i   uij mdij 2
i 1

i 1 j 1

(6.2)

where uij is degree of membership of xi which takes a value between 0 and 1 (for
a given data point j, the sum of the membership values for all clusters is 1), ci is
the centroid of the cluster i, n is the number of clusters, dij is the Euclidian
distance between ith centroid(ci) and jth data point, and m is a weighting
exponent (where 1  m   ) [69]. An iterative optimisation algorithm is used to
minimize the dissimilarity functions through calculating the centre vectors
using Equation (6.3) in which xi is the ith data point. This is followed by an
update of the matrix (Uk to Uk+1) where k is the iteration step in Equation (6.4).
n

ci 

uij m xi

j 1
n

 uij m

(6.3)

j 1

uij 

1
d 
 ij 
k 1  d kj 
c

2/( m 1)

(6.4)



The iteration will stop when {|| uijk 1  uijk ||}   where ε is a termination criterion
that has been defined.
The FCM algorithm can be summarised as follows:
Step 1.

Step 2.
Step 3.
Step 4.
Step 5.

Randomly initialize the membership matrix (U=[uij]) by using Equation
(6.1) Initialize the number of clusters (c), weighting exponent (m),
termination criterion (ε) and iteration limit.
Calculate the centroids (ci) using Equation (6.3).
Compute the dissimilarity between centroids and data points using
Equation(6.2)
Update Uk to Uk+1 using Equation (6.4).
If { uijk 1  uijk }   then the iteration will terminate otherwise recalculating
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the centroids (ci) using (6.3) in step 2.

FCM iteratively updates after refining the centroids and the membership
value for each data point within a group of data. However, FCM does not
ensure that it converges to an optimal solution because the cluster centres are
randomly initialised in matrix U. The performance depends on the initial
centroids selected and for a robust approach, FCM should execute several times
with different initial centroids. FCM requires users to specify the number of
clusters; the cluster validity criterion is usually performed to find the optimal
number of clusters for the dataset [110]. Cluster validity is the process of
validating the cluster algorithm and determines the amount of cluster group.
Partition Coefficient of validating indexing is used in this study [106]. FCM was
also used to carry out pre-classification in data reduction [69].
After imputation and clustering of the raw data (environmental
parameters), the next step is to determine the ANN architecture and training
strategies.

6.6

ANN Design
An identical setup used in Chapter 5 (section 5.3) has been applied in the

forecasting model development, comprising data normalisation, input layer,
hidden layer, output layer, training algorithm and transfer function
configurations. Figure 6.3 shows the ANN design flowchart that was integrated
with pre-processing and clustering method.
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START

Data

Data Pre-processing

Update data

Clustering input/output

Input and target Data
random or index

Divide data into
Training, Validation and Test

redefined structure

Define Network Structure

select other function

Select training function

resetting

Initialize weight, bias and transfer
function

Feed to neural network input layer

ANN flowchart

retrain

Trained neural network
1-6 Hours Forecast

NO

Optimum Result

YES
Result

END

Figure 6.3: ANN flowchart implementation

6.7

ANN Architecture
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The proposed model is based on MLP with BPL different structures have
been evaluated. Figure 6.4 is an illustration of the ANN forecasting model
architecture. In the standard ANN rainfall forecasting model, all meteorological
parameter are selected and inputted into network without any sanitation. The
proposed PCA-FCM-ANN model takes advantage of pre-processing in model
input selection and additional improvement of the accuracy through clustering
implementation [78][111].

Data

Input Layer 1
Temperature (T)

PCA-ALS

Pressure (P)

Dew Point (DP)

Hidden Layer 1

Hidden Layer n

1

1

2

2

3

3

n

n

Output Layer

Rain (R) t

FCM
Clustering

Humidity (H)

Wind Speed (WS)

Figure 6.4: PCA-FCM-ANN architecture for rainfall forecasting model

In general, the input parameters Pinput and output parameters Poutput for
the neural network architecture can be described as follows:

Pinput  [( P,T , D, H ,WS, R)FCM , Pt n ,Tt n , Dt n , Ht n ,WSt n , Rt n ]

(6.5)

Poutput  [ Rt ]

(6.6)

where R is the rainfall rate observed at time t and n are the number of hours
before the rain, P,T,D,H and WS is the environmental parameters which is
pressure, temperature, dew point, humidity and wind speed, respectively.
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( P,T , D, H ,WS )FCM is the cluster value for each environmental parameter. The

ANN architecture can be simplified to:
[ I , h1, ...hn , O]

(6.7)

where I is the input layer, h is the hidden layer, O is the output layer and n is
the number of hidden layers. The cluster values are also added to input vectors
in PCA-FCM-ANN forecasting model.

6.8

Results and Discussions

6.8.1

PCA-ALS Imputation
The accuracy of the substituted values can be determined using KDE.

PDF between raw and imputed data for atmospheric parameters are presented
in Figure 6.5(a),(b),(c),(d) and (e). The identical distribution of the estimated
values shows that imputation using PCA-ALS is suitable. The differences are
not visible from the KDE plots for other meteorological parameters that have
less amount of missing data. It shows that the PCA-ALS approach in preprocessing and interpolating data is robust.

(a)
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(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e)
Figure 6.5: KDE for : (a) pressure, (b) temperature, (c) dew point and (d) humidity (e) wind
speed

6.8.2

FCM clustering
The proposed FCM clustering for optimal partition of data was applied

to all datasets (Chuping, Alor Setar and MARDI Bukit Tangga). Each dataset
consisting of 26304 instances comprising weather parameters (with six
attributes: pressure, temperature, dew point, humidity, wind speed and rainfall
rate) are clustered using FCM algorithm. The initial number of clusters is set to
five and the maximum number of iterations is set to 100. The termination
criterion is set to 10-4. A general early stopping method is applied by testing the
error on the validation and training set when the validation error reduced for a
number of successive epochs [112]. Since the data are divided into rain (wet)
and not rain (dry) condition, the proposed method partitions the data into two
FCM cluster according to the rain condition (refer to Figure 6.1 FCM Clustering
flowchart). Once the training data are prepared, the next step is to use a
supervised ANN to capture the relationship between these input-output
parameters.
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6.8.2.1

FCM Clustering for wet condition

Figure 6.6, Figure 6.7, Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 show the results for each cluster
and represent the rain condition. Five clusters are labelled and represent
homogenous groups for all input parameters. Most of the cluster groups
overlap because the dynamic nature of environmental parameters in tropical
climate [113]. For example, the same temperature value can be obtained during
wet and dry conditions. There are no distinctive attributes that will specifically
determine the rainfall condition. Therefore, the extension of the relationship
among others parameters is crucial in forecast determination.

Figure 6.6: FCM Clustering for Pressure and Temperature during raining condition
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Figure 6.7: FCM Clustering for Dew Point and Humidity during raining condition

Figure 6.8: FCM Clustering for Humidity during raining condition
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Figure 6.9: FCM Clustering for Wind Speed during raining condition

6.8.2.2

FCM Clustering for dry condition

The dry condition or not rain is the dominant condition. Out of 78912 samples
in the dataset, 5611 (7%) of them were rain events. Environmental parameters
commonly have similar characteristic in rain and not rain conditions. A reduced
dataset will increase the relationship between input and output parameters for
the no rain condition. During rain events, humidity varies from 65 % to 100 %.
Thus; if the humidity is less than 65 % it is most probably it is not raining. For
temperature greater than 33 °C and dew point greater than 28 °C, no rain is
highly probable. For pressure and wind speed, no clear distinction between rain
and not rain events can be found. Only a specific range of parameter values that
contribute to the dry condition were selected and clustered. Figure 6.10
(a),(b),(c),(d) and (e) shows the scatter plot for five parameters that have been
used in this study; pressure, temperature, dew point, humidity and wind speed.
Parameters that have the same characteristic and overlapped were excluded. In
Figure 6.10(e), the scattered plots shows that no distinctive characteristic exist
between rain and not rain conditions from wind speed data. Figure 6.11 and
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Figure 6.12 show the results of FCM clustering for pressure, temperature,
humidity and dew point for the no rain condition. Each cluster group has its
own cluster centre, also known as a centroid. Cluster centre or centroid is a
vector containing one number for each variable, where each number is the
mean of a variable of the observations in that cluster [114].

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e)
Figure 6.10: Wet and dry comparison for (a)pressure, (b)temperature, (c)dew point, (d)humidity
and (e)wind speed

Figure 6.11: Dew Point and Temperature clustering for dry condition
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Figure 6.12: Humidity and Pressure clustering for dry condition

After successfully clustering the environmental parameters for rain and
not rain conditions, the next step is to apply the results as inputs to the rainfall
forecasting model.

6.8.3

Forecast result
FCM clustering was applied to all three weather stations (Chuping, Alor

Setar and MARDI Bukit Tangga). The main purpose for testing the data from all
weather stations was to investigate the generalisation and capability of the
proposed model in different locations with similar climatic conditions. The
conventional ANN model was compared with the proposed PCA-FCM-ANN
model. Results presented in this section are for 1 to 6 hours forecasts, state
forecast (comparing rain versus not rain prediction - a binary forecast) and rain
intensity forecast (rainfall rate).
6.8.3.1

Results for Chuping weather station

Results for Chuping weather station is presented in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2. In
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the basic ANN model implementation (Table 6.1), the rainfall intensity forecast
has less than 0.1 correlations coefficient value (R) for more than 2 hours
prediction. The correlation coefficient result is better in the PCA-FCM-ANN
model and it shows that the pattern of the rainfall forecasts yield more than 0.6
correlations when FCM clustering is applied to the input vectors. For
magnitude of error index, the average values of RMSE for PCA-FCM-ANN
model is 1.98 for rain intensity prediction and 0.25 for state forecast, compared
to basic ANN implementation the average values of RMSE is 2.45 for rain
intensity forecast and 0.23 for state predictions. In contrast, MAE for the ANN
basic model yields better results but the correlations are poor. The average
value of MAE for the basic ANN is 0.52 for rain intensity and 0.17 for state
prediction. The average value of MAE for the PCA-FCM-ANN implementation
is 0.85 for rain intensity and 0.18 for state prediction. The PCA-FCM-ANN
model produces a better solution for short-term forecast based on the
correlation and RMSE results.
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Table 6.1: Rain prediction for basic ANN forecasting model for Chuping
Transfer
Function
T,T,T
T,T,L
T,T,L
T,T,T
T,T,T
T,T,L
T,T,L
T,T,L
T,T,T
T,T,T

STATE
FORECAST

RAIN
INTENSITY
FORECAST

Model
1HOUR
2HOUR
3HOUR
4HOUR
1HOUR
2HOUR
3HOUR
4HOUR
5HOUR
6HOUR

Architecture
5-20-10-1
5-10-5-1
5-10-5-1
5-10-10-1
5-10-10-1
5-10-5-1
5-10-5-1
5-10-10-1
5-20-10-1
5-20-10-1

Training
Function
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR

MAE

RMSE

R

0.374
0.542
0.608
0.598
0.090
0.117
0.158
0.310
0.164
0.225

2.408
2.426
2.536
2.543
0.212
0.240
0.285
0.288
0.291
0.339

0.334
0.305
0.094
0.057
0.589
0.407
0.342
0.310
0.276
0.269

BR=Bayesian Regularization, LM= Levenberg Marquardt, SCG=Scaled Conjugate Gradient, T=Hyperbolic Tangent Sigmoid,
L=Linear, S=Sigmoid

Table 6.2: PCA-FCM-ANN rainfall forecasting model for Chuping

STATE
FORECAST

RAIN
INTENSITY
FORECAST

Model
1HOUR
2HOUR
3HOUR
4HOUR
5HOUR
6HOUR
1HOUR
2HOUR
3HOUR
4HOUR
5HOUR
6HOUR

Transfer
Function
T,T,T
T,T,L
T,T,L
T,T,T
T,T,T
T,T,T
T,T,T
T,T,T
T,T,T
T,T,T
T,T,T
T,T,T

Training
Function
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
LM
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR

Architecture
5-20-10-1
5-10-5-1
5-10-5-1
5-10-10-1
5-10-10-1
5-20-10-1
5-10-1
5-10-5-1
5-10-5-1
5-10-10-1
5-20-10-1
5-20-10-1

MAE

RMSE

R

0.412
0.812
0.971
1.212
1.397
1.555
0.077
0.133
0.176
0.215
0.254
0.272

1.117
1.691
2.004
2.238
2.443
2.592
0.195
0.257
0.297
0.327
0.357
0.369

0.808
0.705
0.680
0.528
0.491
0.423
0.920
0.856
0.802
0.755
0.698
0.672

BR=Bayesian Regularization, LM= Levenberg Marquardt, SCG=Scaled Conjugate Gradient, T=Hyperbolic Tangent Sigmoid,
L=Linear, S=Sigmoid
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 6.13: Comparison between observed and forecast for (a) one hour , (b) three hours and
(c) six hours state forecast using PCA-FCM-ANN for Chuping weather station.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 6.14: Comparison between observed and forecast rain intensity for Chuping, (a) one
hour, (b) three hours and (c) six hours.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.15: Regression plot for (a)one, (b)three and (c)six hour rain intensity forecast for PCAFCM-ANN model for Chuping.

6.8.3.2

Results for Alor Setar weather station

The values of MAE, RMSE and correlation coefficient (R) with PCA-FCM-ANN
results for Alor Setar are given in Table 6.3. The tables, mainly based on R
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values (which are more than 0.6 correlation coefficients) indicate that the PCAFCM-ANN model produces better forecast results for localised short-term
rainfall. The binary prediction in the state forecast achieve 0.7 correlation for 6
hours prediction, 0.8 correlation for 3 hours prediction and 0.9 correlation for 1
hour prediction. High accuracy for state prediction can be achieved because the
ANN was trained from multiple input into two possible outputs, either 0 (not
rain) and 1 (rain). Figure 6.16, Figure 6.17, Figure 6.18 and Figure 6.19 show a
forecast comparison and scatter plot for Alor Setar.

Table 6.3: PCA-FCM-ANN rainfall forecasting model for Alor Setar

STATE
FORECAST

RAIN
INTENSITY
FORECAST

Model
1HOUR
2HOUR
3HOUR
4HOUR
5HOUR
6HOUR
1HOUR
2HOUR
3HOUR
4HOUR
5HOUR
6HOUR

Transfer
Function
T,T,T
T,T,T
T,T,L
T,T,T
T,T,T
T,T,T
T,T,T
T,T,T
T,T,T
T,T,T
T,T,T
T,T,T

Training
Function
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR

Architecture
5-20-10-1
5-10-5-1
5-10-5-1
5-10-10-1
5-10-10-1
5-20-10-1
5-10-1
5-10-5-1
5-10-5-1
5-10-10-1
5-20-10-1
5-20-10-1

MAE

RMSE

R

1.425
1.468
1.861
2.110
2.355
2.543
0.007
0.074
0.150
0.196
0.231
0.254

3.655
3.956
4.740
4.888
5.674
5.855
0.026
0.163
0.264
0.307
0.337
0.355

0.826
0.799
0.661
0.520
0.468
0.438
0.995
0.921
0.846
0.784
0.732
0.695

BR=Bayesian Regularization, LM= Levenberg Marquardt, SCG=Scaled Conjugate Gradient, T=Hyperbolic Tangent Sigmoid,
L=Linear, S=Sigmoid
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 6.16: Comparison between observed and forecast for (a) one hour , (b) three hours and
(c) six hours state forecast using PCA-FCM-ANN for Alor Setar.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.17: Scatter plot of observed and forecast for (a)one hour , (b)three hours and (c) six
hours state forecast using PCA-FCM-ANN for Alor Setar.
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Figure 6.18: Comparison between observed and forecast rainfall rate for one hour rain intensity
forecast using PCA-FCM-ANN implementation for Alor Setar.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.19: Regression plot for (a) one, (b) three and (c) six hour rain intensity forecast using
PCA-FCM-ANN model for Alor Setar.

6.8.3.3

Results for MARDI Bukit Tangga weather station

The values of MAE, RMSE and correlation coefficient (R) with PCA-FCM-ANN
results for MARDI Bukit Tangga weather station are given in Table 6.4
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Table 6.4: PCA-FCM-ANN rainfall forecasting model for MARDI Bukit Tangga

STATE
FORECAST

RAIN
INTENSITY
FORECAST

Model
1HOUR
2HOUR
3HOUR
4HOUR
5HOUR
6HOUR
1HOUR
2HOUR
3HOUR
4HOUR
5HOUR
6HOUR

Transfer
Function
T,T,T
T,T,T
T,T,T
T,T,T
T,T,T
T,T,T
T,T,T
T,T,T
T,T,T
T,T,T
T,T,T
T,T,T

Training
Function
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
LM
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR

Architecture
5-20-10-1
5-10-5-1
5-10-5-1
5-10-10-1
5-10-10-1
5-20-10-1
5-10-1
5-10-5-1
5-10-5-1
5-10-10-1
5-20-10-1
5-20-10-1

MAE

RMSE

R

0.722
1.233
1.207
1.607
1.976
2.178
0.114
0.118
0.141
0.152
0.185
0.213

2.870
3.826
3.882
4.295
5.277
5.474
0.195
0.241
0.256
0.277
0.323
0.328

0.835
0.701
0.671
0.600
0.520
0.435
0.899
0.843
0.826
0.790
0.723
0.673

BR=Bayesian Regularization, LM= Levenberg Marquardt, SCG=Scaled Conjugate Gradient, T=Hyperbolic Tangent Sigmoid,
L=Linear, S=Sigmoid

6.8.4

Summary of forecasting result
One hour state forecast using the PCA-FCM-ANN model gives 0.92

correlation coefficient values and rain intensity forecast gives 0.80. The rainfall
rate forecast for 1 hour using the basic ANN model yielded lower correlation
value which is 0.33 but only slightly worse MAE and RMSE for 1 to 4 hours
forecast. Results show that increasing the period of rain prediction will reduce
the forecast accuracy. Six hours forecast can achieve 0.42 correlation values for
rainfall rate forecast and 0.67 correlation value for state forecast using the PCAFCM-ANN. The state forecast provided better accuracy because ANN training
adapts well to the binary output.
MAE and RMSE are used to evaluate the quantitative error in each
model (Basic ANN and PCA-FCM-ANN) outcome. Figure 6.20 and Figure 6.21
show the performance of the correlation coefficient between observed and
forecasted values for state and rainfall rate forecasting. State forecasting yields
better results compared to rainfall rate forecasting. One hour forecast in both
state and rainfall intensity yield good results. As the prediction time increases,
the forecast performance decreases. The MAE and RMSE values of each of the
prediction models are plotted in Figure 6.22 and Figure 6.23 , some of the
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forecast results using basic ANN forecasting model outperformed the proposed
PCA-FCM-ANN model. The average value of MAE for the basic ANN is 0.52
for rain intensity and 0.17 for state prediction. The average value of MAE for
the PCA-FCM-ANN implementation is 0.85 for rain intensity and 0.18 for state
prediction. In performance validation, the forecast results of correlation values
and RMSE for the PCA-FCM-ANN is outperforming the basic ANN model.

Figure 6.20: Performance comparison of forecasting model for state prediction

Figure 6.21: Performance comparison of forecasting model for rainfall rate
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Figure 6.22: MAE performance comparison of forecasting model for state prediction

Figure 6.23: RMSE performance comparison of forecasting model for state prediction

6.9

Summary
Rainfall is traditionally a very difficult weather phenomenon to predict

even using a large datasets spanning many decades [66]. In tropical area, rain
dynamics are more challenging to predict because of their localised
characteristic. The study area in this paper experiences high rain intensity over
short durations that are convective in nature. The highly dynamic and non-
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linear nature of this weather condition is a reflection of the complex interaction
between the various processes at different scales. Therefore, the design of an
effective system for rain prediction is difficult to realise. This study used ANN
to develop a rainfall forecasting model. The available data to train the network
for high intensity rain patterns is 5.4 % of all rain events which compounds the
challenge to develop an accurate model. The best forecast model is one hour
forecast for state prediction using PCA-FCM-ANN that yields 0.92 correlation.
Using FCM clustering to classify the ANN input parameters produces increase
in accuracy in the ANN training. Comparative analysis between the basic ANN
and the PCA-FCM-ANN implementation indicates that the performance level
of PCA-FCM-ANN is better than that of a basic ANN model based on the
correlation and RMSE results.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions

The overall aim of the research described in this thesis was to develop a
reliable system for the purpose of forecasting localised rain event occurrences
and rain intensity with realistic lead time for tropical climates. The proposed
rainfall forecasting system can be used as part of a water resource management
system as well as flood prediction system. One of the key challenges of this
research has been the limited dataset. Hourly meteorological data spanning of
three years period was used in the study. Care needed to be exercised to avoid
overfitting and underfitting problems in network training processes. Data
imputation was used as a pre-processing approach in order to ensure the
reliability of the dataset. An integration of soft clustering with ANN was
developed and used. Along with the rainfall forecasting, a system to forecast
weather parameters such as temperature, atmospheric pressure, dew point,
humidity and wind speed was also developed.
In order to achieve the research aims, the objectives of the research
undertaken had to be successfully fulfilled. The five objectives were:
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Obtain and study weather data such as temperature, atmospheric
pressure, dew point, humidity, wind speed, rain event occurrences,
rainfall amount and rainfall rate from North-West of Malaysia.



Investigate ANN and Fuzzy Logic techniques for possible application
in forecast models.



Develop environmental parameter prediction model (temperature,
atmospheric pressure, dew point, humidity and wind speed) using
ANN and Fuzzy Logic at hourly interval.



Develop rainfall forecast model for state prediction and rainfall rate
prediction model.



Evaluate and validate the developed model(s).

The overview of study area and the imputation method used to create a reliable
dataset was described in Chapter 2. The reliability of data imputation technique
to prepare input data for rainfall forecasting system has been proven to be
accurate using KDF results. Chapter 4 described the ANN model implemented
to predict environmental parameters for one, three and six hours. Atmospheric
pressure, temperature, dew point, humidity and wind speed data for each
weather station was used. Different algorithms such as LM, BR and SCG
algorithms were used in the ANN forecasting model. The performance of each
algorithm was assessed based on the magnitude of the error and the correlation
coefficient value between observed and forecasted values. Chapter 5 presented
the basic ANN model implemented for rainfall forecasting. The poor forecast
from the basic ANN imply that the ANN fed with original meteorological data
is not viable in the present case. Chapter 6 presented the main findings of this
study where PCA-FCM-ANN forecasting model was proposed. This model
takes advantage of pre-processing method and soft clustering to generalise the
system. Performance comparisons have been made between basic ANN and
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PCA-FCM-ANN system forecasted results. All materials presented from
Chapter 2 to Chapter 6 are aligned with the five objectives presented in Chapter
1 of this thesis.
PCA-FCM-ANN forecasting model offers a better convergence. In order
to achieve optimal forecasting, pre-processing coupled with soft computing
approach shows better forecasting results compared to the basic ANN model.
Imputation method using PCA-ALS and input-output mapping between
environmental parameters with FCM clustering also improves network training
and forecasting results. One hour PCA-FCM-ANN prediction model for rain or
not rain occurrences gives 0.92 correlation value and rainfall rate prediction
gives 0.80. Rainfall rate forecast using ANN model without applying FCM
produced lower correlation value which is the rainfall intensity forecast has less
than 0.1 correlation value for more than 2 hours prediction. The results also
show that increasing the forecast time will reduce the convergence result. Six
hour prediction can reach 0.67 correlations and 0.42 correlations using PCAFCM-ANN for state and rain intensity forecast respectively. State forecast
gained higher correlations value as a result of ANN learning process simply
adapts to binary prediction of rain or no rain events. The proposed model for
rainfall forecasting is, therefore, ANN integrated with FCM clustering and
PCA-ALS pre-processing method. However, there is still considerable area that
can be further developed to improve the prediction.

7.1

Research Contribution
The major contribution of this research is integrating PCA-ALS pre-

processing method and FCM soft clustering into ANN forecasting model. This
approach has been assessed for point prediction of rain state and intensity
forecast. For time between one to six hours forecast interval, results shows that
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PCA-FCM-ANN forecasting models yields good results.
Another contribution is the used of fuzzy clustering and neural network
which minimised the drawback of having a small dataset, especially for rainfall
intensity prediction. Even though the dataset was small, the integration of
fuzzy clustering ensured that network training did not suffer from overfitting
or underfitting problem.
Part of the contribution in this study is the cost effective localised rain
prediction. Affordable environmental sensor devices can be used to measure
atmospheric pressure, temperature, dew point and humidity and used with the
developed system to provide localised weather prediction. This simple weather
station can also record data and transmit to a receiving device where they can
be used in forecasting system to provide high resolution weather prediction. In
agriculture, especially in tropical area where the weather condition is normally
uncertain, deploying this type of micro weather station could be used to
schedule crop irrigation systems or water resource management in general.

7.2

Research Limitation
Although the study has achieved the objectives that have been outlined,

there were some limitations or constraints in this study. In general, limitations
in this study are divided into two main area; the limitation of data availability
and methodology. This study used ANN to develop a rainfall forecasting
model. The available data to train the network for high intensity rain patterns is
low which compounds the challenge to develop an accurate model to predict
high rain intensity. The poor time resolution of the weather stations meant that
the transition from no rain to rain event was not always captured and hence
difficult to predict or take account of in the model. This creates uncertainty, for
examples in state forecast with binary prediction where the system may be
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unable correctly predict the right state in the transition period.
Rainfall prediction system for one to six hours gives satisfactory results
despite the variation in the conditions between different weather stations.
Essentially, based on correlation results of greater than 0.6, it is indicate that the
PCA-FCM-ANN model produces better forecast results for localised short-term
rainfall. In average, the binary prediction in the state forecast achieve 0.7
correlation for 5 to 6 hours prediction, 0.8 correlation for 3 hours prediction and
0.9 correlation for 1 hour prediction. As the prediction interval increases, the
forecast performances decrease rapidly. The selection of the number of neurons
in the hidden layers is a very important part of the overall neural network
architecture. There are many methods that could be used to determine the
correct number of neurons in the hidden layers but there is no specific method
to identify the optimal number of neurons and the number of hidden layers.
There were similar problems with the selection of a suitable transfer function
and learning algorithm.

Since neural network architecture is comprised of

many attributes, choosing the right combination of the number of neurons,
number of hidden layers, transfer function and learning algorithms is a
challenging problem to solve and the solution may not be optimal in all cases.
Initially, pre-processing technique was employed prior to clustering the
data to reduce noise. FCM algorithm limitation is its sensitivity to noisy data. In
FCM clustering a point will have partial membership of all the clusters. The
limitation is that due to the influence of partial membership of all the data
members, the cluster centre tend to move towards the centre of all the data
points and these sometimes give unrealistic results

7.3

Future Work
There are many possible ways that further research can be carried out to
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advance the work reported in this thesis. The future works are outlined below:


Training algorithm

Effective training algorithm capability in neural network architecture is
considered necessary in future work. As mentioned earlier, BR, LM and
SCG learning algorithms are some of the approaches by the researchers
in training the network for better adaptability of ANN. In literature, the
relative performance of the algorithms is greatly influenced by the
particular problems. An investigation of other algorithms that maybe
suitable and stable for any problem might be another future direction.


High intensity rainfall forecast

As indicated by the analysis, the data time resolution is not sufficient for
high intensity rain. Therefore, new methods should be explored to
improve the forecast of high intensity rain.


Shorter interval forecast

The proposed technique should also be extended to forecast smaller time
window such as ten minutes forecast interval.


Output fusion

In this study, multiple inputs with single output form of ANN was
implemented. Output fusion works by combining or aggregating
decisions from multiple targets. Therefore, multiple inputs with multiple
output forms of ANN could be adapted for future work.
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Appendix B.

Monthly Rainfall Rate Average

Appendix B-1. Chuping Station

Appendix B-2. Alor Setar Station

Appendix B-3. MARDI Bukit Tangga Station
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Appendix C. Missing Data.
Appendix C-1. Missing and faulty data for all station

STATION: Alor Setar

PERIOD

NOTE : DATA NOT AVAILABLE

a. Hourly MSL Pressure

2012 - 2014

b. Hourly Dry Bulb Temperature

2012 - 2014

c. Hourly Dew Point

2012 - 2014

2012: Feb(3,13)

d. Hourly Relative Humidity

2012 - 2014

2012: Feb(3,13)

e. Hourly Mean Surface

2012 - 2014

2013: Oct(7,23) Apr(5)

2012 - 2014

2012: Apr(3) 2013: Oct(7) 2014: Oct(13)

Wind Direction and Speed
f. Hourly Rainfall Duration
and Amount

STATION: Chuping

PERIOD

NOTE : DATA NOT AVAILABLE

a. Hourly MSL Pressure

2012 - 2014

2014: Sep(29) Oct(8) Nov(22,23,26)

b. Hourly Dry Bulb Temperature

2012 - 2014

2014: Sep(29) Oct(8) Nov(22,23,26)

c. Hourly Dew Point

2012 - 2014

2014: Sep(29) Oct(6-9) Nov(22,23,26)

d. Hourly Relative Humidity

2012 - 2014

2014: Sep(29) Oct(6-9) Nov(22,23,26)

e. Hourly Mean Surface

2012 - 2014

2014: Apr(7) Jul(22) Aug(15) Sep(29) Oct(8) Nov(22,23)

2012 - 2014

2012: Oct(23) Dec(21) 2013: Oct(5) Nov(30)

Wind Direction and Speed
f. Hourly Rainfall Duration
and Amount

STATION: MARDI
a. Hourly MSL Pressure

2014: Oct(8) Nov(22,23) Dec(5)

PERIOD
2012 - 2014

NOTE : DATA NOT AVAILABLE
2012: May(8) Jul(28-31) Aug(1-11) Sep(11-14,17-30)
Oct(1-3) Nov(9-30) Dec(1-11)
2013: May(18,20) Jun(18) Sep(15) Oct(2)
2014: May(23-31) Jun(1-24) Nov(1-3,11,12,29)

b. Hourly Dry Bulb Temperature

2012 - 2014

2012: May(8) Jul(28-31) Aug(1-11) Sep(11-14,17-30)
Oct(1-3) Nov(9-16,20-30) Dec(1-11)
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2013: May(18,20) Jun(18) Sep(15) Oct(2)
2014: May(23-31) Jun(1-24) Nov(1-3,11,12,29)
c. Hourly Dew Point

2012 - 2014

2012: May(8) Jul(28-31) Aug(1-11) Sep(11-14,17-30)
Oct(1-3) Nov(9-16,20-30) Dec(1-11)
2013: May(20) Sep(15) Oct(2)
2014: May(23-31) Jun(1-24) Nov(1-3,11,12,29)

d. Hourly Relative Humidity

2012 - 2014

2012: May(8) Jul(28-31) Aug(1-11) Sep(11-14,17-30)
Oct(1-3) Nov(9-16,20-30) Dec(1-11)
2013: May(20) Sep(150 Oct(2)
2014: May(23-31) Jun(1-24) Nov(1-3,11,12,29)

e. Hourly Mean Surface

2013 - 2014

Wind Direction and Speed

2013: May(20) Sep(15) Oct(2)
2014: May(23-31) Jun(11-24) Aug(10) Nov(1-3,11,12,29)
Dec(7)

f. Hourly Rainfall Duration
and Amount

2012 - 2014

2012: May(8) Jul( 28-31) Aug(1-11) Sep(11-14,17-30)
Oct(1-3) Nov(9-16,20-30) Dec(1-11)
2013: Jan(3) May(20) Sep(15) Oct(2)
2014: May(23-31) Jun(1-24) Aug(10) Oct(16,28,31)
Nov(1-3,11,12,29) Dec(7,8)
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Appendix D. Weather Station Instruments
Appendix D-1. Automatic Weather Stations (AWS) managed by
Malaysia Meteorology Department

The AWS measures precipitation (amount of rainfall), atmospheric pressure,
temperature, humidity, wind speed and direction and global solar radiation,
updating the data every minutes, 24 hours a day without human intervention.
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Appendix D-2. Hardware or instruments used by Malaysia
Meteorology Department

Tipping Bucket Rain Gauge

A tipping bucket rain gauge has a receiving funnel leading to
two small metal collectors (buckets). When a bucket
accumulates 0.2 mm of rain water, the weight of the water
causes it to tip and empty itself. Each time a bucket tips, an
electrical contact is made, thereby enabling recording or
rainfall amount and intensity with time. The maximum
detectable rainfall rate is 200 mm/hr.

Atmospheric Pressure

The pressure sensor is a pressure capsule or a solid state
capacitive device which outputs voltage which is converted
into digitally encoded values of atmospheric pressure.

Temperature Sensor

The temperature sensing system uses integrated circuit
technology in combination with an accurate resistance
thermometer element to allow reliable measurements.

Solarimeter / Pyranometer

Wind Speed and Direction
Sensor

The dry and wet bulb thermometers are placed vertically on a
support inside the Stevenson screen. The bulb of the wet bulb
thermometer is wrapped with muslin and is tied up with a
wick. The wick is then dipped inside a container which
contains distilled water.
The solarimeter measures routine global solar radiation on a
plane or level surface. It has a thermocouple junction-sensing
element. The sensing element is coated with a highly stable
carbon based non organic coating, which delivers excellent
spectral absorption and long-term stability characteristics. The
sensing element is housed under two concentric fitting glass
domes.

Wind direction is the direction from which the wind is blowing. It is
expressed in degrees measured clockwise from geographical north.
Wind vanes do not respond to changes in wind direction when the
wind speed is less than one metre per second or two knots.
Wind speed is measured in metres per second or knots. Calm is
reported when the wind speed is less than 0.5 metres per second or
less than one knot. Instruments used for measuring the surface wind
speed are called anemometers, the most common of which is the cups
mounted symmetrically at right angle to a vertical shaft. The difference
in wind pressure from one side of the cup to the other causes the cup
to spin about the shaft. The rate at which they rotate is directly
proportional to the speed of wind.
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Appendix E.

Certificate of Ethics Review
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Appendix F.

Research Certificate Review Checklist
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